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Abstract

The thesis presents experiments and analyses to explore the role of dynamic

features in speaker verification (SV). The project is based on the theory

that dynamic information in speech should contain important speaker in-

formation, thus modelling the dynamic information into speaker verification

systems should have the potential to improve the SV performance.

Firstly trajectory-based segmental hidden Markov models (SHMMs) were

used to explore the utility of modelling speech dynamics in Text-Independent

(TI) and Text-Dependent Speaker Verification (TD-SV). Experiments on

TD-SV using SHMMs on the YOHO database show performance improve-

ment. However there is no significant improvement for TI-SV from exper-

iments on the Switchboard database, using segmental HMMs. Analysis of

the TD-SV results confirms that the speech dynamics modeled by segmen-

tal HMMs contribute more to the speaker verification accuracy. Analysis

of the TI-SV results indicates that the lack of speech dynamic information

is a feature of both the segmental GMM system and a conventional GMM
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system. It seems that the priority of the maximum likelihood (ML) training

algorithm is to model stationary regions, and the role of dynamic features,

or of the differential parameters in conventional GMM system, is to ensure

that the classification focuses on static regions rather than to model dynamic

regions.

Next experiments and analyses on TI-SV were carried out using conven-

tional GMMs. We compare the models and verification performance obtained

with ‘delta’ MFCC parameters alone with the more conventional ‘static-plus-

delta’ parameters. Without RASTA filtering, the ‘delta-only’ system works

best. However, after RASTA filtering, the performance of the ‘static-plus-

delta’ system performs best. The results suggest that the good performance

of the ‘delta-only’ system before RASTA is mainly due to the noise robust-

ness of the delta parameters. Unfortunately, the scores obtained with the

‘delta only’ and ‘static plus deltas’ systems are highly correlated, and a fused

system gives little improvement over the ‘statics plus deltas’ system.
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Novel Contributions

This Thesis includes the following novel contributions:

� Successfully applied segmental HMMs to TD-SV on YOHO.

� Demonstrated that modelling dynamics in TD-SV contributes to the

SV accuracy.

� Applied segmental GMMs to TI-SV on Switchboard.

� Successfully reduced computational load for recognition using the seg-

mental GMM system.

� Developed and evaluated state-of-the-art GMM based TI-SV systems

on Switchboard with different parameter sets: statics only, deltas only,

and statics plus deltas in order to better understand the role of dynam-

ics.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 The Problem Formulation

Speaker recognition is the process of recognizing a speaker on the basis of

individual information included in his or her speech signal. This technique

makes it possible to use the speaker’s voice to verify their identity and con-

trol access to services such as voice dialing, telephone banking, and security

control for confidential information areas. There are also important appli-

cations in forensics (Meuwly and Drygajlo 2001). With characteristics such

as biometric particularity and convenience of use, speaker recognition natu-

rally becomes the favorable approach to solving the problems of unauthorized

entry to services with control access.

Speech is the signal produced initially from a brain message, which is then

transmitted through several different stages or levels: linguistic, physiologi-

cal or articulatory, and acoustic. The huge variation of these speaker-related

speech signals is a result of a combination of the inherent physiological differ-
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ences in the vocal tract, the different individual learned speaking habits, and

the intra-speaker differences due to many factors such as sickness or different

emotional states. In speaker recognition, features or methods which exhibit

low intra-speaker variation and high inter-speaker variation are desired.

The object of the research described in this thesis was to use Segmental

Hidden Markov models (SHMMs) as a vehicle to analyze the significance

of dynamics for speaker recognition. We believe that the dynamic informa-

tion in speech contains speaker information and individual differences which

should help increase performance of speaker verification systems. Some evi-

dences are shown in Chapter 2.4. By applying segmental HMMs into speaker

verification, we try to update the current speaker verification systems with

modelled dynamic information. By investigating and analyzing the exper-

iments’ results we also try to understand the role of speech dynamics in

text-dependent and -independent speaker verification.

1.2 Scope of Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 some background knowledge

about speaker recognition and methods are described, including the pattern

matching speaker recognition methods and the popularly used speaker recog-

nition corpora. The relationship of speech dynamics and speaker verification,

as well as the motivation for the Segmental HMMs are also included. Chapter

3 presents front-end processing for speaker recognition. Chapter 4 introduces

the stochastic modelling methods which are the state-of-the-art approaches

to speaker verification. The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and the Hid-
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den Markov Model (HMM) are described as well as the maximum likelihood

procedure for the stochastic model parameter estimation. Other auxiliary

methods such as speaker normalization and speaker adaptation techniques

are also introduced. Chapter 5 presents the theory of segmental HMMs and

introduces the Linear Trajectory Segmental HMMs, the specific model which

is used in this thesis.

In Chapter 6 the Text-Dependent Speaker Verification (TD-SV) experi-

ments using SHMMs on the YOHO database are described. The results show

that the SHMM system outperforms the conventional HMM system by using

the linear trajectory segmental models. The segmental version of a GMM

Text-Independent Speaker Verification (TI-SV) system built on Switchboard

is presented in Chapter 7. The results do not show any benefit from using

the segmental models. An analysis of the Switchboard experiments results is

given in Chapter 8, followed by an analysis of the YOHO results in Chapter 9.

Chapter 10 describes a set of experiments using conventional GMM systems

each of which has a different parameter set, to help us investigate the role

of delta parameters in TI-SV. Experiments and results of fusing the systems

described in Chapter 10 are presented in Chapter 11. Finally, conclusions

and discussions are presented in Chapter 12.
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CHAPTER 2

Background

Speaker recognition is a technique which recognizes speaker identity. Al-

though the target of speaker recognition tasks is different from speech recog-

nition, which aims to recognize the contents of a speech signal, many of

their techniques are similar. In this chapter some background knowledge of

speaker recognition will be introduced, including the common methods and

speech corpora often chosen for speaker recognition experiments. The key

issue of this project, the potential benefit of employing speech dynamics in

speaker recognition will be discussed in the final part of this chapter.

2.1 Speaker Recognition

Speaker recognition tasks can be divided into two types: speaker identifica-

tion (SI) and speaker verification (SV). Speaker identification is the process

of determining which of a set of registered speakers spoke a given utterance.

Speaker verification is the process of accepting or rejecting the identity claim
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of a speaker based on the given utterance. This project is focused on speaker

verification systems. Depending on whether the contents of the input utter-

ances are known in advance, speaker recognition can be further divided into

text-dependent and text-independent methods. In a text-dependent process

the text to be spoken by the user is ‘known’ by the system, while in a text-

independent process there are no constraints on the text so the system must

be able to process utterances of any text.

The general approach to speaker recognition consists of several main

steps: feature extraction, pattern matching, speaker reference models gener-

ating, and decision making. The first step, which will be described in detail

in Chapter 3, is to extract from the input utterance a sequence of feature

vectors which contains and idealy only contains information necessary for the

recognition task. A comparison of these feature vectors is then made with

the reference templates in which case a distance is evaluated, or statistical

models in which case a probability is evaluated. The last step is to make a

recognition decision based on the distances or probabilities.

In the following sections the basic pattern-matching approaches and the

commonly used speech corpora for speaker recognition will be introduced. I

will also discuss some evidence that the dynamic information in the speech

could contain individual differences. Thus if the dynamic information is em-

bedded into the speaker recognition system, it was hoped to improve speaker

recognizer performance. This formed the initial motivation of my project.
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2.2 Pattern-matching Methods

Two pattern-matching approaches to text-dependent speaker recognition are

commonly used. One is Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) spectral template

matching, an implementation proposed by Furui (Furui 1981). In this ap-

proach, each utterance (usually word-level utterance) is represented by a

sequence of feature vectors, which is time-aligned with a reference feature

vector sequence. The distance between the utterance and the reference is

then calculated.

An alternative approach is Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based statis-

tical modelling (Bahl et al. 1983; Rabiner 1989), in which each utterance

(usually phone-like sub word unit) is represented as an HMM. An estimate

of the probability of the utterance given the model is calculated using the

Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi 1967). Based on Bayes’ rule, the posteriori proba-

bility of the model given the utterance can then be calculated. The HMM has

the capability of efficiently modelling statistical variation in spectral features

and hence has been commonly used in text-dependent speaker recognition.

In general, HMM-based methods have achieved better recognition accura-

cies than the DTW-based methods (Zheng and Yuan 1988; Rosenberg et al.

1991).

Approaches to text-independent speaker recognition include vector quan-

tization (VQ) (Soong et al. 1985), neural networks (Farrell et al. 1994)

and Gaussian mixture model (GMM) -based statistical modelling (Rose and

Reynolds 1990; Reynolds 1992; Reynolds and Rose 1995). Of the above, the

dominant approach over recent years is the GMM. Each GMM emitting state
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is connected to a non-emitting initial and final states with a transition from

the initial state with probability represented by a weight and a transition

to the final state with probability 1. Each component is associated with a

Gaussian output distribution and a weight.

In this project the main methods are the stochastic methods. The HMMs

are employed for text-dependent, and GMMs are applied to text-independent

speaker verification. The details of the stochastic methods including HMMs

and GMMs are described in Chapter 4.

2.3 Speaker Recognition Corpora

The use of standard speech corpora for development and evaluation of speaker

recognition systems is very important, because they enable formal assessment

and comparison of systems, and hence measurement of progress. Commonly

used standard corpora include the TIMIT speech recognition corpus (Garo-

folo et al. 1993), the King corpus (Consortium 1992), the YOHO speaker

verification corpus (Higgins 1990), the Switchboard corpora (Campbell and

Reynolds 1999) and the OGI speaker recognition corpus (Cole et al. 1998).

In my project I used the TIMIT, YOHO and Switchboard corpora.

The TIMIT corpus is very well-known, and comprises recordings of read

speech. TIMIT was designed for developing and evaluating automatic speech

recognition systems. As it has a large number of speakers, it has been used

for speaker recognition studies. TIMIT is labeled at the phone level, and is

therefore particularly useful for building phone-level acoustic models.

The YOHO Speaker-Verification corpus was collected by ITT under a US
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government contract and was designed to develop and test speaker verifi-

cation systems in office environments with limited vocabulary. The YOHO

database was the first large-scale, scientifically controlled and collected, high-

quality speech database for speaker-verification testing at high confidence lev-

els. There are only low level office and computer noises in the data. It was

chosen in my study because of its established use in text-dependent speaker

verification. The corpus comprises recordings of 138 subjects, 106 males and

32 females. The vocabulary consists of 56 two-digit numbers ranging from 21

to 97 pronounced as “twenty-one”, “ninety-seven” and spoken continuously

in sets of three, for example “36-45-89”, in each utterance. There are four

enrollment sessions per speaker, and each session contains 24 utterances. In

the test set there are ten test sessions per speaker with 4 phrases per session.

All waveforms are low-pass filtered at 3.8 kHz and sampled at 8 kHz. All the

waveform files are compressed with a SPHERE header.

The Switchboard corpus is one of the largest collections of conversational,

telephone speech recordings. There are two main Switchboard corpora (I and

II), both were collected by a participant calling into an automated operator

that connected him/her to another participant and recorded their conversa-

tion for 5 minutes. In Switchboard there are different noises include echo

or crosstalk in the telephone circuit, background noise (e.g. baby crying,

television, radio, etc.) and distortion (refers to echo and other recording

problems). There are 543 and 657 speakers in Switchboard I and II cor-

pora respectively. Different Speaker Recognition Evaluation (SRE) corpora

were derived from Switchboard to allow assessment and comparison of dif-

ferent systems. The data used in this project, the 2002 and 2003 NIST SRE
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subsets of Switchboard (Linguistic Data Consortium 2002; Linguistic Data

Consortium 2003) were obtained through National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) and Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) to enable us to

evaluate the segmental GMM for speaker verification on the NIST 2003 SRE

test.

2.4 Speech Dynamics and Speaker Recogni-

tion

Tosi et al. (1972) recognized the importance of slopes of formants during liq-

uids, glides and diphthongs in speaker identification from visual examination

of spectrograms. Stevens (1971) linked the variability in the slope of the for-

mants for those sounds to “learned articulatory habits” of different speakers.

In studying the acoustic features for speaker identification, Sambur (1975)

also noticed that the slope of the formant was quite variable among speakers

and “demonstrated excellent identification potential”.

Yang et al. did some interesting experiments to investigate the relation-

ship between the formant trajectories and the vocal tract model (1996). They

used Fant’s (1960) acoustic lossless tube model. The model configuration is

defined by the parameters representing the physiological characteristics of

the vocal tract of a speaker, and the parameters representing the properties

of the speaker’s voice patterns that reflect his learned behavior of speaking.

They varied the two sets of parameters and examined the formant trajecto-

ries. Their study clearly showed that the dynamic aspects of speech signals
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(e.g. the position and slope of the formant trajectories) are different for dif-

ferent speakers. The variations in the speech dynamics can be caused by

the speaker’s learned way of speaking, as well as the size and shape of the

speaker’s vocal tract.

Ainsworth (1996) described experiments in which listeners were played

pairs of synthesized vowels. The synthesis method was formant synthesis

based on two formants. The only difference between the two utterances in a

given pair was the formant transition between the vowels. The listeners were

requested to judge if the two synthesized vowels of each pair sounded the

same. The results show that although there are different formant transitions

between the sounds, to a degree they do not make a difference to the listeners’

perception of the sounds. The formant transition comes from the dynamics

of the vocal tract movement during the production of speech, which varies

from speaker to speaker. If listeners can tolerate variation of the formant

transitions then this may indicate the potential for the presence of differences

between individuals in these dynamic regions.

2.5 Summary

This chapter presented background knowledge of speaker recognition. The

project focuses on text-dependent and text-independent speaker verification.

The key issue is to improve the performance of a speaker verification system

by implementing the dynamic information which could contain individual

differences. The role of speech dynamics in the speaker verification systems

will be investigated and discussed through the experiments and studies.
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As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the general approach to

speaker recognition consists of several main steps: feature extraction, pattern

matching, speaker reference model generation, and decision making. The

detailed methods of these steps will be introduced in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 3

Front-End Analysis

Front-end analysis is the first stage of speaker recognition, whereby the input

acoustic signal is converted to a sequence of acoustic feature vectors. Ideally

the front-end analysis should preserve all the important information while

not being sensitive to irrelevant acoustic variations. This chapter will present

the theory and methods of extracting the cepstral feature vectors which have

been shown empirically to be an effective representation of speech signals and

are commonly used for speaker recognition. The features which represent the

dynamics of the speech signals will also be introduced.

3.1 Cepstral feature vectors

Different parametric representations of the speech spectrum were examined

for their effectiveness for speaker recognition and the cepstrum was found

to be the most effective among all the parameters investigated (Atal 1974).

To-date the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) (Davis and Mer-
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melstein 1980) are perhaps the most popular acoustic representation of the

speech signal spectrum used in speaker verification, and are also widely used

in automatic speech recognition (ASR). MFCCs are extracted by Fourier

transform based analysis, followed by a set of perceptually scaled filters which

computes a weighted sum of Fourier spectral components. The idea of the

scaled filters is to obtain a non-linear frequency based spectrum, inspired

by the human perceptual system because the human ear resolves frequencies

non-linearly across the audio spectrum (Stevens et al. 1937). The process to

generate MFCCs from a speech signal is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: The Filterbank Analysis.

A pre-emphasis filter is first applied to the speech signal to compensate

for a fall-off of energy with increased frequency in the upper part of the voiced

speech spectrum. Psychophysical data on pure-tone thresholds suggests that

a similar kind of high-frequency pre-emphasis occurs in the peripheral au-

ditory system (Sivian and White 1933). The speech signal is then framed

and each framed section is multiplied by a Hamming window (Harris 1978).

Analyzing the speech signal into a sequence of frames achieves a reasonable

approximation of the signal, in which each frame is represented by a single

feature vector describing the average spectrum for a short time interval. The
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application of the windowing is to reduce the possible discontinuities at the

edges of the framed signal. The length of the window should be short enough

to give the required time resolution and also should be long enough to provide

adequate frequency resolution. For the duration covered by a single window,

the speech signal is assumed as being stationary in terms of its spectrum.

Commonly a 20-25 ms window is applied at 10 ms intervals, which gives a

frame rate of 100 frames per second.

3.2 Mel-scale Filterbank Analysis

After applying a Fourier transform the magnitude spectrum is put through

a bank of triangular filters, known as the mel-scale filterbank (Stevens et al.

1937), designed to match the critical bands of the ear. Hence perceptually

important aspects of the short-term speech spectrum are captured. The

triangular filters are distributed on a mel-frequency scale, which is approxi-

mately linear up to 1kHz and logarithmic above 1kHz. Each triangular filter

has a unity magnitude at the center frequency. The magnitude decreases

linearly at both sides to zero at the center frequencies of the two adjacent

filters, as suggested in (Davis and Mermelstein 1980). The MFCCs are then

obtained from the log filterbank amplitudes using a discrete cosine transform

(DCT) to the output of mel filters. The first cepstral coefficient, mfc 0 is

proportional to the mean of the framed signal and thus can be used as a

measurement for energy. As j increases, the cepstral coefficient mfc j cap-

tures increasingly fine detail of the spectral structure. MFCCs are commonly

used in the stochastic modelling systems (e.g. GMM, HMM) which will be
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introduced in Chapter 4. In a typical GMM speaker verification system up

to 2048 Gaussian mixture components are contained in the model and ap-

proximately 38 MFCC parameters are extracted (Hansen et al. 2004). These

include MFCC 1 to 18, the signal energy, and the first time derivative cepstral

parameters, or the delta cepstral parameters. The delta cepstral parameters

will be presented in Section 3.4.

An alternative to the Mel-scale filterbank analysis for representing the

short-term spectrum is Linear Prediction (LP) analysis. The basic idea of

linear predictive analysis is that a specific speech sample at the current time

can be approximated as a linear combination of past speech samples. The

N predictor coefficients can be thought of as the parameters of an N th order

all-pole linear filter. Perceptual Linear prediction (PLP) (Hermansky 1990)

is one LP-based analysis method that successfully incorporates a non-linear

frequency scale, which is very similar to MFCC analysis. Although not so

popularly used in speaker recognition as MFCC, PLP and other LP-based

analysis methods are frequently used in state-of-the-art speech recognition

systems.

3.3 Spectral Variability Compensation

In practical applications the speech used to train and test a speaker recogni-

tion system may have been corrupted by either ambient noise or distortions

from transmission over a communications channel. The feature vectors ex-

tracted from the distorted speech are also corrupted. As statistical modelling

methods are based on modelling the underlying distribution of the feature
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vectors, it is important to use some compensation methods on the feature

vectors to remove the unwanted degradation and to improve the robustness of

the speaker recognition systems. Commonly used methods include cepstral

mean subtraction (CMS) (Atal 1974; Furui 1981), cepstral variance normal-

ization (Viikki and Laurila 1998), noise masking (Klatt 1976), parallel model

combination (PMC) (Gales and Young 1992), frequency warping (Reynolds

1992) and RASTA filtering (Hermansky and Morgan 1994). RASTA filtering

will be discussed in 10.3.

Cepstral mean subtraction (Atal 1974; Furui 1981) is a normalization

technique which calculates an average value of the cepstral coefficients of

each channel and subtracts this average value from all coefficients in that

channel. By applying CMS to the cepstral coefficients it is hoped to remove

the channel effect which appears as convolutional in the time domain and

hence becomes an additive constant in the log cepstral domain. This tech-

nique is very effective in practice, where it compensates for long-term spectral

effects such as those caused by different microphones, telephone handsets and

audio channels. CMS can be applied to each of the input speech files to re-

move the different channel effects. It can also be applied to variable lengths

of speech to remove the varying channel effects within a file, such as the

change of microphone positions. CMS has been widely used for both speech

and speaker recognition systems.

Cepstral variance normalization (Viikki and Laurila 1998) is also com-

monly used. Given a cepstral vector and the calculated mean of the cep-

stral coefficients in each channel, the variance of the cepstral coefficients in

each channel can be computed and used to normalize the coefficients in that
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channel to scale the variance of the data to 1.0. This is to remove differ-

ent cepstral coefficient distributions due to variable channel distortions. In

this thesis cepstral mean subtraction and cepstral variance normalization are

both used.

Noise masking (Klatt 1976) is based on the theory that the low-energy

parts of the speech spectrum may be completely corrupted by the noise,

but the higher-level parts of the spectrum above the noise level will remain

unaffected. Noise masking uses a noise estimate to ‘mask’ both input speech

and the models or templates used in the pattern matching methods.

Parallel model combination (Gales and Young 1992) is used to combine

speech models with noise models in order to estimate models for the cor-

rupted speech. Usually a noise model and a speech model are built on the

acoustic domain. These models are then transferred to the linear spectral do-

main in which they can be combined because the model means are addable in

the linear spectral domain. After combination the mixed ‘noise-plus-speech’

model is then transferred back to the acoustic domain.

Frequency warping (Reynolds 1992) is often applied to the magnitude

DFT spectrum to avoid any differences in speech channel bandwidth. Ba-

sically the linear warping maps different frequency axes to a new frequency

axis, to eliminate spectral components outside the specified frequency range

and also to expand the spectrum to full bandwidth for subsequent processing.
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3.4 Modelling speech dynamics

3.4.1 Dynamic features

The extracted feature vectors described above are broadly applied in different

systems for speaker recognition and speech recognition. Among these systems

statistical modelling methods, which will be described in the next Chapter,

are most commonly used. Statistical modelling methods provide a framework

which is broadly appropriate for modelling speech patterns. However, these

models are simply general statistics pattern matchers, which do not consider

the constraints inherent in the speech production process and make certain

assumptions that are inappropriate for modeling speech patterns, including

the piecewise stationarity, the temporal independence assumption and the

geometric probability distribution for the state duration. The application of

derivative parameters, or dynamic features, in speaker recognition systems

using statistical modelling was motivated by the need to use the transitional

spectral information to compensate for the piecewise stationarity assumption

and the independence assumption of adjacent acoustic vectors (Furui 1981).

The delta parameters are the first-order time derivatives of the cepstral

coefficients which are extracted at every frame period. For example, delta

cepstra can be computed over �2 feature vectors (two to the left and two

to the right over time) from the current vector (Soong and Rosenberg 1988).

The second order derivatives, or the acceleration parameters, are in turn

calculated using the delta parameters. It was shown that they successfully

improve speaker recognition performance (Furui 1981; Soong and Rosenberg

1988). Subsequently these time derivatives were also used in speech recog-
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nition. Because of the performance enhancement, acoustic vectors comple-

mented by their first and second time derivatives are virtually always adopted

in state-of-the-art ASR systems. Recently there is another technique called

the Shifted Delta Cepstrum (SDC), which uses a development of simple delta

cepstrum to substitute the delta and acceleration features in robust appli-

cations of speaker verification. The SDC has been found to exhibit superior

performance to the delta and acceleration cepstra due to its ability to in-

corporate additional temporal information (Calvo et al. 2007). It is briefly

introduced in 4.6.3.

3.4.2 Models which implement speech dynamics

In a conventional HMM, the assumptions that the underlying structure of a

speech segment is stationary, and that the static, ∆ and ∆2 parameters are

non-zero, are clearly inconsistent. A trajectory-based model could overcome

this inconsistency: for such a model to incorporate non-zero ∆ parameters,

linear trajectories would be needed, while one which included non-zero ∆ and

∆2 would need quadratic trajectories. The issues raised by including dynamic

features in a conventional HMM are discussed in (Bridle 2004). Alternative

statistical modelling systems brought up new applications and understanding

to implementing speech dynamics. Such models include trajectory HMMs

(Tokuda et al. 2003) and segmental HMMs (Gales and Young 1993; Holmes

and Russell 1999; Ostendorf et al. 1996).

Tokuda (Tokuda et al. 2003) uses another method, named trajectory

HMM, to address this inconsistency. In Tokuda’s research, an HMM whose
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state observation vector includes static and dynamic parameters can be refor-

mulated as a trajectory model by imposing the explicit relationship between

the static and dynamic features. Basically, Tokuda’s method derives a tra-

jectory over a period of time which typically corresponds to multiple HMMs,

which is more consistent with the sequence of HMM state static and dynamic

parameters.

Stochastic segmental HMMs were introduced to address standard HMM’s

inappropriate assumptions. Segmental HMMs provide the opportunity to

exploit acoustic information which is apparent at the segmental but not at

the frame level. The segment refers to any sequence of frames representing

some linguistically meaningful speech unit.The detailed theory of segmental

HMMs will be presented in Chapter 5.

3.4.3 Other research on incorporation of dynamic in-

formation for speech recognition

There is other research on incorporation of dynamic information. Rather

than to model dynamics directly, most of these methods use some type of

filter to produce robust speech representations in noisy conditions. Although

some of them have not yet been applied to speaker recognition experiments,

they have been used in automatic speech recognition. I will talk about them

briefly.

As mentioned earlier, the pattern-matching formalism based on HMM as-

sumes that each acoustic observation vector is uncorrelated with its temporal

neighbors. This assumption cannot be fulfilled by the transformed vectors
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for the usual frame shifts which is typically 10ms. This is the reason that the

delta and the acceleration features are normally included, being appended

to the static vector. These two temporal sequences of differential vectors are

computed by filtering the basic time sequence of spectral parameter vectors.

CMS(Atal 1974; Furui 1981) and RASTA filtering (Hermansky and Morgan

1994) also filter each time sequence of spectral parameters to remove its dc

and slowly variant components. By using linear filters, these methods help

obtain more robust and more discriminative speech representations.

Nadeu used the term Temporal Filtering (TF) to cover all these tech-

niques which use filtering to receive better speech representations (Nadeu

et al. 1997). In automatic speech and speaker recognition, the signal is usu-

ally represented by a set of time sequences of spectral parameters (TSSPs)

that model the temporal evolution of the spectral envelope frame-to-frame.

These sequences are then filtered, using one or more of the TF techniques,

either to make them more robust to environmental conditions or to com-

pute dynamic features which enhance discrimination. Nadeu designed some

temporal filters according to the settings of the systems, such as the num-

ber of features, the type of recognition task (speech recognition in his case),

the noise characteristics, etc. These filters revealed a band equalization ef-

fect that emphasizes certain modulation frequency bands. His experimental

results showed the use of properly filtered parameter sequences results in

improved speech recognition performance for clean speech.

Nadeu et al. also came up with a method called the Frequency Filtering

(FF) technique, which performs the equalization of the cepstral coefficients by

filtering the frequency sequence of log filter bank energies (Nadeu et al. 1995).
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Either a first-order or a second-order FIR filter can be used in FF. a usually

used filter (Nadeu et al. 1995) has an impulse response h(k) = 1, 0,�1. Its

transfer function is H(z) = z � z−1. This filter is computationally simple,

since for each band it only requires to subtract the log filter bank energies

of the two adjacent bands. By applying this type of filter some dynamic

information of the frequency can also be kept in the parameters. FF can be

jointly applied with the TF in speech recognition and the combined approach

can be used to design a robust set of filters (Nadue, Macho, and Hernando

2001).

Greenberg and Kingsbury developed a modulation spectrogram for speech

recognition (Greenberg and Kingsbury 1997) which displays and encodes the

speech signal in terms of the distribution of slow modulations across time and

frequency. The modulation spectrogram represents modulation frequencies

between 0 and 8 Hz, with a peak sensitivity at 4 Hz, corresponding closely to

the long-term modulation spectrum of speech. To produce the modulation

spectrogram, the speech signal, sampled at 8 Hz, is analyzed into approx-

imately critical-band-wide channels via an FIR filter bank. Within each

channel the signal envelope is processed and normalized, which are then ana-

lyzed by computing the FFT over a 250 ms Hamming window every 12.5 ms.

The emphasis of modulations in the range of 0-8 Hz with peak sensitivity at 4

Hz acts as a matched filter that passes only signals with temporal dynamics

characteristic of speech. The modulation spectrographic representation of

speech is more stable than the conventional narrow-band spectrogram repre-

sentation for both clean and noisy speech (Greenberg and Kingsbury 1997).

In Greenberg and Kingsbury’s study of speech recognition, the modulation
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spectrogram perform worse than the PLP method on clean speech but out-

perform the PLP on noisy speech.

Milner and Vaseghi used a two dimensional cepstral-time features, which

is called the Cepstral-Time Feature matrix, to overcome the temporal in-

dependence assumption of HMM (Vaseghi et al. 1993). The cepstral-time

matrix is obtained from a two-dimensional DCT of a spectral-time matrix,

one dimension is cepstrum and the other relates to time. The cepstral-time

matrix was shown to improve the speech recognition performance in noisy

conditions.

3.5 Summary

This chapter introduced the basic techniques used in front-end processing of

the speech. The cepstral feature vectors were introduced as the most com-

monly used parametric representation of speech signals. Then the mel-scale

filterbank analysis was presented. The mel-scale filterbanks are designed to

capture the perceptually important spectral information. Mel-frequency cep-

stral coefficients are used as the parameterization of the speech signal in this

thesis.

In practical applications the speech is usually not recorded under ideal cir-

cumstances. Different recording equipment such as microphones or handsets

and the communications channels can distort the speech spectrum. Ambient

noise can also lead to corrupted speech and hence affect the extracted cepstral

features. Some compensation methods which could help remove unwanted

distortion while keep important speech information were discussed.
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Then the use of the derivative features was presented. The delta pa-

rameters and acceleration parameters are introduced to compensate for the

assumptions of piecewise stationarity and temporal independence in the sta-

tistical modelling methods. Most of the benefits from derivative features are

thought to be due to their ability to capture dynamic information.

Finally some other research on incorporation of dynamic information were

briefly introduced. Although not used in speaker recognition, they have been

applied in speech recognition and proved that the dynamic information can

be beneficial to improve speech recognition performance. This also suggests

that the dynamic information could be very useful to the speaker recognition

systems.
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CHAPTER 4

Stochastic Modelling for Speaker Verification

Stochastic modelling methods have so far been proved to be the most suc-

cessful tools for speaker verification. Seeing the speech signal as a sequence

of random vectors, stochastic modelling methods compute the likelihood of

the sequence of vectors given the speaker model. By Bayes’ rule the pos-

terior probability of the speaker model given the observations can then be

calculated. The parameters of the speaker models are estimated from a set

of training speech data collected from the speakers.

In speaker verification, the posterior probability of the claimed speaker

given the observation is calculated. The decision is usually made by deciding

whether the degree of fit to the claimed speaker exceeds a threshold. If

the score is bigger than the threshold, the person is recognized as the true

speaker, otherwise the person is rejected as an impostor.

In this chapter the theory of stochastic modelling for speaker verification

will be presented first. Then two main modelling methods and their probabil-

ity calculation algorithms will be introduced: Gaussian mixture models for
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text-independent speaker verification and hidden Markov models for text-

dependent speaker verification. Then some important techniques used in

speaker verification, such as score normalization and speaker adaptation, will

be introduced. Finally, some state-of-the-art techniques which have been de-

veloped recently and successfully applied to speaker recognition experiments

will also be introduced.

4.1 Theory of Stochastic Modelling

In speech recognition, the measure of the degree of match between a speech

unit and some speech data is based on Bayes’ rule. The speech unit could

be a word or a phoneme. Suppose W is a particular word, Y is a set of

feature observations which is extracted from the speech data using the front-

end analysis described in Chapter 3. We wish to calculate the probability

of the word W given the observations Y . Using Bayes’ rule, the posteriori

probability , P (W jY ), is calculated as:

P (W jY ) =
p(Y jW )P (W )

p(Y )
, (4.1)

where p(Y jW ) is the probability of Y given a model of the word W .

For speaker verification, however, we wish to measure the match between

a particular speaker x and the observed feature vectors Y . If we put x,

instead of W into (4.1), we have

P (xjY ) =
p(Y jSx)P (x)

p(Y )
, (4.2)
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where p(Y jSx) is the probability of Y given Sx, the model of speaker x.

Having calculated the probability of the speaker given the observations,

what we should do then is to make a decision whether the speaker x is the

authorized speaker or instead, an impostor. Choosing a value for the thresh-

old can be very difficult because the calculated score may vary considerably

from utterance to utterance, especially if there are changes in the environ-

ment or channel characteristics. In practice P (xjY ) is compared to P (gjY ),

the probability of a “general speaker” (Carey et al. 1991) given the same

observations, to normalize the speaker score. The probability of the general

speaker g given Y is calculated as

P (gjY ) =
p(Y jSUBM)P (g)

p(Y )
, (4.3)

where SUBM is the model for the general speaker, which is usually called

the “universal background model” (UBM).

Finally, we have the following formula for speaker verification system:

S(Y, x) =
P (xjY )

P (gjY )
=

p(Y jSx)P (x)

p(Y jSUBM)P (g)
. (4.4)

The background model SUBM is trained using a large number of utter-

ances obtained from a large population of speakers. The speaker model Sx,

however, is trained using the utterances from the speaker whose identity is

to be verified.

In the simplest form of the verification system, suppose we use phone-level

hidden Markov models, then we have two models for each phone unit (Figure
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4.1). The verification test score for each model is produced as a likelihood

Figure 4.1: The Speaker Verification Process using an HMM system.

measure from a frame synchronous Viterbi search. The difference between the

scores for the speaker dependent and background models is then computed

and compared with a threshold. If the difference exceeds the threshold, then

the person is accepted. Otherwise, the person is rejected as an impostor, as

showed in Equations (4.5) and (4.6).

S(Y ) =
p(Y jSx)

p(Y jSUBM)

P (x)

P (g)
> T0, (4.5)

or,

S(Y ) =
p(Y jSx)

p(Y jSUBM)
> T, (4.6)

where T0 and T are the thresholds.

From the perspective of measuring the performance of a speaker veri-

fication system, choosing a value for the acceptance threshold should also

consider minimizing the number of verification errors. There are two ver-

ification errors: false acceptances, in which the system incorrectly accepts
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an impostor, and false rejections, in which the system incorrectly rejects the

true speaker. A high threshold reduces the number of false acceptances at

the expense of more false rejections. Conversely, a low threshold reduces the

number of false rejections but leads to more false acceptances. A measure

of performance usually quoted for verification tasks is the Equal Error Rate

(EER), which is the error rate obtained when the threshold is set so that the

two types of error occur with equal probability.

There are two main methods, based on Gaussian Mixture Models

(GMMs) and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), to model the speaker statis-

tics and to represent the speaker identities. First introduced in 1990s, GMMs

have become the dominant approach in text-independent speaker recognition

applications over the past decade. A speaker dependent GMM is trained from

unlabeled feature vector observations obtained from a given speaker, through

a maximum likelihood procedure. The use of GMMs has demonstrated high

speaker identification performance for ‘content unknown’ speech utterances.

HMMs are commonly applied in text-dependent speaker verification. HMMs

are always trained as a set of models each of which represents a phoneme or

some other word or sub-word level unit spoken by a given speaker.

The following sections will introduce the theory, probability calculation

and model parameter estimation of the two techniques. Some other tech-

niques which have been developed recently (for example, the Support Vector

Machines), are introduced in 4.6.
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4.2 Gaussian Mixture Models

The Gaussian mixture model implements the Gaussian mixture density as a

statistical model to represent speaker identities. A Gaussian mixture den-

sity, as showed in Figure 4.2, is a weighted sum of M component normal

distributions, where each component distribution has a different mean and

variance. Provided that there is a sufficient number of mixture components,

any shape of distribution for a specific speaker can be approximated very

closely by the combination of these Gaussian mixture components. Thus the

Figure 4.2: The Gaussian Mixture Model.
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probability that a specific speaker model Sx generates an observation Y can

be expressed as

p(Y jSx) =
M∑
m=1

wmbm(Y ), (4.7)

where Y is a D-dimensional observed feature vector1, bm(Y ),m =

1, 2, ...,M , are the component normal densities, and wm,m = 1, 2, ...,M , are

the mixture weights, which satisfy the constraint that ΣM
m=1wm = 1, wm � 0.

If N (Y ;µ,Σ) is used to represent the probability density of the observed

vector Y given a normal distribution with mean vector µ and covariance ma-

trix Σ, the emission probability given by the mth component of a Gaussian

mixture density is

bm(Y ) = N (Y ;µm,Σm)

=
1

(2π)D/2jΣmj1/2
exp

[
�1

2
(Y � µm)TΣ−1m (Y � µm)

]
, (4.8)

where µm and Σm are the mean and covariance matrix associated with bm,

jΣmj is the determinant of Σm and (.)T is the transpose operation. In the spe-

cial case when the features are uncorrelated, the covariance matrix becomes

a diagonal covariance matrix, having values of zero except along its main

diagonal. Equation (4.8) can then be written as a product of probabilities

given by the separate features:

bm(Y ) =
D∏
d=1

1

σmd
p

2π
exp

[
�1

2

(
yd � µmd
σmd

)2
]
, (4.9)

1For a clear view in Figure 4.2 the probability density of each component bm(Y ) is
shown as one-dimensional and the observation feature vector is drawn as a one-dimensional
vector.
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where yd is the dth feature of Y , and µmd and σmd are the mean and

standard deviation of the distribution of the dth feature for the mth mixture

component. Equation (4.9) is evidently computationally simpler than Equa-

tion (4.8). Most current speaker recognition systems assume the features to

be uncorrelated and use diagonal covariance matrices.

For a sequence of observation vectors, Y = [y1, y2, ..., yT ], assuming sta-

tistical independence between each vector, Equation (4.7) becomes

p(Y jSx) =
T∏
t=1

p(ytjSx) =
T∏
t=1

M∑
m=1

wxmbxm(yt). (4.10)

During speaker verification the probability of a test utterance, which con-

sists of a sequence of observation vectors, conditioned on the speaker model

Sx is calculated in this way and the log likelihood is derived.

Lp(Y jSx) =
T∑
t=1

logp(ytjSx). (4.11)

The log likelihood of the speaker model, subtracted by the log likelihood

of the background model, is then compared with the preset threshold T and

a speaker verification decision can be made.

Lp(Y jSx)� Lp(Y jSUBM) =
T∑
t=1

[logp(ytjSx)� logp(ytjSUBM)] > T. (4.12)
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4.2.1 Parameter Estimation Methods

Maximum Likelihood Training

The general method for estimating the parameters of GMMs is Maximum

Likelihood (ML) estimation. The maximum likelihood method estimates

the stochastic model parameters to model the statistics of a set of observed

samples so that the probability of the data conditioned on the models is

maximized. Usually a training set containing a very large population of

possible utterances is used for the estimation. The maximum likelihood

training process can be formulated as determining the values of the model

parameters in order to maximize the log likelihood of the training data.

Expectation Maximization Algorithm

Because we do not know which frames of training data corresponded to

which model components, it is not straightforward to calculate a maximum-

likelihood estimate of the parameters associated with each component. The

expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) is a solu-

tion to this problem. Basically, if we have a set of rough estimates for all

the model parameters, it is possible to compute new estimates for each pa-

rameter using the initial estimates, on the condition that the new estimates

always produce a model that is at least as good as the old one in representing

the data. If we iterate these operations a sufficiently large number of times

the model will converge to a locally optimum solution. EM algorithm is now

generally applied in GMM and HMM based stochastic modelling methods. A

special case of EM algorithm, the Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm is commonly
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applied in the HMM based modelling and will be introduced in 4.3.1.

Parameter Estimation Equations

Given a sequence of acoustic vectors Y = [y1, y2, ..., yT ] for model training,

and a GMM speaker model λ consisting of M Gaussian mixture components,

we want to construct a new speaker model λ̄ such that the new model λ̄

increases the likelihood of the training data given the model, which can be

described mathematically as

p(Y jλ̄) � p(Y jλ). (4.13)

As there is no direct solution, an auxiliary function of pairs of models,

Q(λ, λ̄), is defined to help find model λ̄. It can be shown that if Q(λ, λ̄) �

Q(λ, λ), then p(Y jλ̄) � p(Y jλ).

It turns out that Q has a unique critical point which is a maximum. Thus

differentiating Q with respect to the elements of λ̄, setting the results to 0

and solving gives a new set of model parameters λ̄ so that p(Y jλ̄) � p(Y jλ).

The reestimation formulae which define λ̄ are in terms of the probabilities

calculated with respect to the model λ.

The EM algorithm is an iterative process which begins with an initial

estimate of the model parameters, λ0. The process is applied repeatedly to

obtain new models λ1, λ2, ..., λn such that p(Y jλ0) � p(Y jλ1) � ... � p(Y jλn).

When the difference between p(Y jλn) and p(Y jλn−1) is so small, we can

conclude that the process has reached a convergence.

The maximization of the auxiliary function with respect to each of the
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parameters of λ̄ (w̄m, µ̄m and Σ̄m) give the re-estimated equations for the

component weights, the mean vector and covariance matrix as follows,

w̄m =
1

T

T∑
t=1

wmbm(yt)∑M
k=1wkbk(yt)

, (4.14)

µ̄m =

∑T
t=1 γm(t)yt∑T
t=1 γm(t)

, (4.15)

Σ̄m =

∑T
t=1 γm(t)(yt � µ̄m)(yt � µ̄m)T∑T

t=1 γm(t)
. (4.16)

where γm(t) is defined to be the probability of being in component m at

time t, and generating yt, given that the model generates the whole sequence

of T feature vectors Y .

γm(t) = P (Y jλ)
wmbm(yt)∑M
k=1wkbk(yt)

. (4.17)

A model structure is built with a set of initial values for the parameters.

These initial parameter values are then used to calculate re-estimated param-

eters, based on Equations (4.14) to (4.16). After iteratively estimating the

model parameters can reach a locally optimum solution. The initial param-

eter values are very important as suitable starting estimates for the models

can lead to a good local optimum. However, the chance of finding a global

optimum is very small as the number of possible local optima is generally

believed to be so vast.
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4.3 Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov models were introduced into speech recognition in the 1970s

(Neuberg 1971; Jelinek 1976; Tappert 1976). The basic methodology was

invented in the early 1900s by A. A. Markov, a Russian mathematician. Dur-

ing the 1980s HMMs became the most popular speech recognition method

(Poritz 1982; Rabiner et al. 1983; Juang 1984). At first researchers used

discrete HMMs whose emission probability density function (pdf) is rep-

resented as a discrete distribution. Later continuous HMMs were brought

forward whose emission pdf is represented as a parameterized continuous

distribution. HMM based modelling is generally applied in most up-to-date

text-dependent speaker verification systems.

In HMM based speech modelling, a Markov model is built as a symbolic

model which represents a sub-word unit. As shown in figure 4.3, a markov

model is a finite state machine which changes state once every time unit.

At each time t that a state j is entered, the probability of a speech vector

yt being emitted can be calculated using the probability density function

bj which is associated with state j. For continuous HMMs the probability

function is normally a GMM. The transition probability network within the

model decides the transition from state i to state j, which is typically referred

to as the discrete probability aij. Generally a left-right HMM is used in which

j is set to be always no smaller than i if aij > 0. aii represents the “self-loop”

probability on state i. E and F are the entry and final exit states. They are

non-emitting null states for connecting models into sequences.

Suppose we have a vector sequence Y which corresponds to a known
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Figure 4.3: The Hidden Markov Model.

sequence of words, and λ is an HMM obtained by concatenating the necessary

sequence of word- or phone-level HMMs. Thus, the joint probability of the

vector sequence Y = [y1, y2, ..., yT ] and a state sequence X = x1, x2, ..., xT ,

given model λ is

p(Y,Xjλ) = aEx1 [
T−1∏
t=1

bxt(yt)axtxt+1 ]bxT (yT )axTF , (4.18)

The probability of Y is the sum of the probability p(Y,Xjλ) over all

possible state sequences X:

p(Y jλ) =
∑
X

p(Y,Xjλ). (4.19)

As in GMM based modelling for speaker verification, the probability of

a test utterance conditioned on the speaker model is calculated and the log
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likelihood is derived. The log likelihood of Y given the speaker model, nor-

malized with the log likelihood of Y given the background model, is then

compared with the preset threshold and a speaker verification decision can

be made.

The following Sections will present two main re-estimation algorithms for

the HMM parameters, Baum-Welch algorithm and Viterbi algorithm.

4.3.1 Baum-Welch algorithm

The Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm is an EM algorithm which exploits forward

and backward probabilities to re-estimate HMM model parameters. After re-

estimation using a set of initial models and the BW algorithm, the probability

of the training data given the new set of models is guaranteed to be higher

than the probability for the previous model set, except at the critical point

at which a local optimum has been reached. Thus the training procedure

can be repeated until the difference between the new and old probabilities is

sufficiently small, which indicates that the training process is close enough

to its local optimum.

Forward and Backward Probabilities

Suppose that we have an utterance Y which corresponds to a model λ and

comprises the sequence of feature vectors y1 to yT . The forward probability,

αj(t), is defined to be the probability of the model having emitted the first t
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observed feature vectors, and that state j is occupied at time t:

αj(t) = p(y1, y2, ..., yt, st = j)

=

[
N∑
i=1

αi(t� 1)aij

]
bj(yt) for 1 < t � T, (4.20)

where N is the total number of states. The backward probability, βj(t),

is defined to be the probability of the model emitting the remaining T � t

observed vectors, given that the jth state was occupied at frame t:

βj(t) = p(yt+1, yt+2, ..., yT jst = j)

=
N∑
j=1

aijbj(yt+1)βj(t+ 1) for T > t � 1, (4.21)

Combining the forward and backward probabilities, the probability of the

model emitting the full set of T feature vectors given that the jth state is

occupied for the tth observed vector is

p(y1, y2, ..., yT , jt) = αj(t)βj(t). (4.22)

As there are N possible states which could be occupied at time t, the

probability p(Y ) = p(y1, y2, ..., yT ) can be calculated by

p(y1, y2, ..., yT ) =
N∑
i=1

αi(t)βi(t) for any value of t. (4.23)

In particular, choosing t = T , p(y1, y2, ..., yT ) = αF (T ).
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Parameter Re-estimation

Similarly as in a GMM system, γj(t) is defined to be the probability of being

in state j at time t, given that model λ generates the whole sequence of T

feature vectors Y . This term can be derived from αj(t)βj(t) using Bayes’

γj(t) = p(jtjy1, y2, ..., yT ) =
p(y1, y2, ..., yT jjt)p(jt)

p(y1, y2, ..., yT )

=
p(y1, y2, ..., yT , jt)

p(y1, y2, ..., yT )
=
αj(t)βj(t)

αF (T )
. (4.24)

αF (T ) is the value of the forward probability calculated at the last frame

in the observation sequence. It is thus the probability of the complete set of

observations being produced by the model. The normalization in Equation

(4.24) by αF (T ) thus ensures that when there are several examples of the

utterance for the model, all frames of all examples will contribute equally to

the re-estimation.

Assuming there are E examples of the utterance, the re-estimates of the

mean vector µj and the covariance matrix Σj of the emitting pdf associated

with state j are given by:

µ̄j =

∑E
e=1

∑Te
t=1 γj(t, e)yte∑E

e=1

∑Te
t=1 γj(t, e)

, (4.25)

Σ̄j =

∑E
e=1

∑Te
t=1 γj(t, e)(yte � µ̄j)(yte � µ̄j)T∑E

e=1

∑Te
t=1 γj(t, e)

, (4.26)

where Te denotes the number of frames for the eth example and yte is the

feature vector at the tth frame of the example e. γj(t, e) represents the value

of γj(t) for the eth example.
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In order to re-estimate the transition probabilities, we need to define

ξij(t) to be the probability that there is a transition from emitting state i to

emitting state j at time t, and that the model generates the whole sequence

of feature vectors corresponding to the sub-word unit:

ξij(t) =
αi(t)aijbj(yt+1)βj(t+ 1)

αF (T )
for 1 � t < T. (4.27)

The probability of a transition between any pair of states i and j is

obtained by summing the values of ξij(t) over all frames for which the relevant

transition is possible. Dividing this quantity by the total probability γi of

occupying state i gives the re-estimate for aij:

āij =

∑E
e=1

∑Te−1
t=1 ξij(t, e)∑E

e=1

∑Te
t=1 γi(t, e)

for 1 � i, j � N, (4.28)

where ξij(t, e) denotes the value of ξij(t) for the eth training example.

4.3.2 Viterbi Algorithm

The Viterbi algorithm is commonly used as a computationally less demand-

ing alternative to the Baum-Welch algorithm (Viterbi 1967; Forney 1973).

When calculating probabilities in the Baum-Welch algorithm, every possible

state sequence has to be considered. In Viterbi algorithm, however, the cal-

culations are substantially simplified by just considering the most likely state

sequence.

p̂(y1, y2, ..., yT ) = maxX [p(y1, y2, ..., yT , X)], X = x1, x2, ..., xT . (4.29)
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The statistics for state j are therefore gathered over all examples of the

phone-level unit using all frames for which state j is occupied. The re-

estimate of the transition probability is given by:

āij =
nij
ni

for all pairs of emitting states, 1 � i, j � N, (4.30)

where ni is the number of frames for which the state i is occupied, and

nij is the number of frames for which a transition occurs between state i and

j.

If we define ste to denote the state occupied at frame t for example e, the

re-estimates of the mean vector and the covariance matrix are then given by:

µ̄j =
1

nj

E∑
e=1

∑
ste=j

yte (4.31)

Σ̄j =
1

nj

E∑
e=1

∑
ste=j

(yte � µ̄j)(yte � µ̄j)T. (4.32)

As with the Baum-Welch re-estimation, the Viterbi training procedure

is applied in an iterative manner until the increase in the likelihood of the

training data is arbitrarily small. Because the contribution to the total prob-

ability is usually much greater for the most likely path than for all other

paths, Viterbi training usually gives similar models to those trained using

the Baum-Welch. This optimization reduces computational load and addi-

tionally allows the recovery of the most likely state sequence. Therefore the

Viterbi training is often adopted as an alternative to full Baum-Welch train-

ing. In many HMM system implementations, the Viterbi algorithm is also
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used for evaluation at recognition stage.

4.4 Score Normalization

An important issue in the statistical approaches to speaker recognition is

score normalization, which includes the scaling of likelihood scores, and hand-

set normalization. The scaling of the likelihood score distributions of different

speakers is used to find a global speaker independent threshold for the de-

cision making process. Handset or channel normalization is used to reduce

unwanted environmental effects on the verification decision.

There are several commonly used normalization techniques. One is based

on the use of a speaker independent background model (Carey et al. 1991),

which was already mentioned in 4.1. For a test utterance, instead of using

its log-likelihood score given a speaker model for classification, the relative

log-likelihood score between the speaker model and a speaker independent

background model is calculated for recognition.

Another is cohort normalization (Rosenberg et al. 1991), which uses

speech from a set of cohort speakers who are close to the target speaker to

estimate the parameters of the background model. If all speakers are included

in the cohort, the cohort model equals the background model. The selection

of the cohort can be done during training or testing.

Test normalization (T-norm) (Auckenthaler et al. 2000) is a commonly

used approach for speaker verification systems. It has shown significant im-

provement for speaker verification performance. Also a distribution scaling

approach, T-norm uses an impostor cohort to calculate a mean and variance
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for each utterance to scale the speaker scores. During verification, some ran-

domly chosen impostor models are tested against a test utterance, to produce

the impostor log-likelihood scores for that utterance. Then a mean and vari-

ance are estimated from these scores. These parameters are used to perform

score normalization, given by:

SN =
S � µ
σ

, (4.33)

where µ and σ are the estimated mean and variance of the impostor dis-

tribution for an utterance, S is the original log-likelihood score, and SN is

the final log-likelihood score after T-norm. During testing we want to make

sure that the “cohort” doesn’t contain the true speaker model, which is im-

possible. Instead we choose a big cohort so that even if the true speaker

model is included in the cohort, it doesn’t affect the mean and variance of

the cohort. According to Auckenthaler and Carey’s research, a cohort of 50

impostors is big enough and improves speaker verification performance signif-

icantly. A cohort size above 50 impostors leads to no significant improvement

in performance. So, T-norm modifies the scores so that the impostor score

distribution has zero mean and unit variance. This helps bring down the

variation of distribution of the impostor scores so that a uniform threshold

can be chosen for all testing scores.

Another technique used to reduce environmental effects is zero normal-

ization (Z-norm) (Reynolds 1997). Z-norm (also known as handset normal-

ization or H-norm) was originally proposed for joint handset and speaker

normalization. The basic approach is to estimate from development data
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handset-dependent biases and scales in the log-likelihood ratio scores and

then remove these from scores during operation. In Z-norm a speaker model

is tested against example impostor utterances and the log-likelihood scores

are used to estimate a speaker specific mean and variance for the impostor

distribution.

The background model is applied in this thesis. T-norm is applied in most

experiments in this thesis. For T-norm, sometimes the gender-dependent

impostor cohorts are chosen, which means in each cohort only the impostors

who has the same gender as the test speaker are chosen.

4.5 Speaker Adaptation

In practical speaker verification the background model is typically trained

using a large amount of speech data from various speakers. The speaker

dependent models, however, usually do not have much data for training, and

maximum likelihood estimates tend to be unreliable when the data are sparse.

In the circumstance that the training data is limited, a speaker adaptation

technique is applied to train the speaker models instead of full reestimation.

During the adaptation process the background model and a small amount

of training data from each speaker are needed. The parameters of the back-

ground model are adjusted to provide a better match to the speaker data

and hence to obtain an improved model of the speaker.

Various speaker adaptation methods have been successfully applied to

speaker recognition. The methods most often used are Maximum a Posteriori

estimation (MAP) (Gauvain and Lee 1994), Maximum Likelihood Linear
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Regression (MLLR) (Leggetter and Woodland 1995b), and the stochastic

matching method (Sankar and Lee 1996). Of the above MAP and MLLR

have been shown to improve the performance on speaker verification (Ahn

et al. 2000).

4.5.1 MAP Adaptation

MAP adaptation, sometimes referred to as Bayesian estimation, incorporates

prior knowledge about the model parameter distribution. The theory is that

when there is only a limited quantity of training data, combining some prior

information that we have about likely model parameter values with any avail-

able data should help in the model estimation. For MAP adaptation pur-

poses, the generally used prior information is the background model, which

is trained on a large amount of data from various speakers and is reliable.

The acoustic vector space is also the parameter space for the state means of

the speaker models. Hence the background model can be considered to be a

PDF on the model parameter space, and hence is a possible prior. The new

estimates are a weighted sum of the original model (background model) esti-

mates and the observed data, with the relative contribution of the observed

data depending on how much data is available. Research has shown that

adapting only the mean leads to the best verification performance (Reynolds

et al. 2000).

Suppose we have a trained HMM as the background model and some new

observation data from a speaker, the MAP adaptation formula for state j is

µ̂j = rµ̄j + (1� r)µj, (4.34)
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where µj is the background model mean and µ̄j is the mean of the observed

adaptation data from the speaker. The precise theoretically correct value of

‘r’ is given in (Gauvain and Lee 1994). However, it has been argued that the

‘correctness’ of this value is compromised by the assumptions which need to

be made. A more pragmatic approach is to define r as follows, and thus is

the approach taken in HTK.

r =
Nj

Nj + τ
, (4.35)

where τ is a weighting of the a prior knowledge to the adaptation speaker

data. Nj is the sum of the probabilities that state j is occupied by each frame

of the adaptation data. Thus if Nj is big, the new mean will be very close

to the adaptation data. Otherwise the mean MAP estimates will remain

close to the background model mean. With MAP adaptation, every single

mean component in the system is updated with a MAP estimate, based on

the prior mean, the weighting and the adaptation data. MAP adaptation is

applied in this thesis to train speaker-dependent models.

4.5.2 Maximum likelihood linear regression

MLLR uses a set of regression-based linear transforms to tune the mean and

variance parameters of an HMM or GMM system so that each state in the

initial system is shifted to be more likely to generate the adaptation data.

Given a model mean vector µ, a new mean µ̂ is given by

µ̂ = Aµ+ b (4.36)
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where A is a transformation matrix and b is a bias vector, both of which can

be estimated given some speech data for adaptation. The variance transform

can either be estimated separately from the mean transform, or alternatively

the system can be constrained so that the same transformation matrix A is

also applied to transform the covariance matrix.

For speaker adaptation, MLLR has been found to give worthwhile gains

in recognition performance with limited adaptation data, and performance

then improves as the quantity of data increases (Leggetter and Woodland

1995a). It has also been found to be useful for adaptation to changes in the

environment.

Compared to MLLR, MAP adaptation requires more adaptation data to

be effective. When larger amounts of adaptation data become available, MAP

begins to perform better than MLLR with a global transform, due to the

detailed update of each component rather than the pooled Gaussian trans-

formation approach of MLLR. However, MLLR can be applied in a flexible

manner depending on the amount of adaptation data. As more data becomes

available, improved adaptation is possible by using multiple transforms, each

of which is more specific and applied to certain groupings of Gaussian com-

ponents (Leggetter and Woodland 1995a). MLLR uses a regression class tree

to group the Gaussians in the model set so that the transformations can be

chosen according to the amount and type of adaptation data.
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4.6 Other Techniques for Speaker Verifica-

tion

There are some other techniques which have been developed recently and

applied in speaker verification experiments. Some have been proven to be

successful. The following sections will introduce some of the techniques.

4.6.1 Support Vector Machines

In recent years a new methodology based on Support Vector Machines

(SVMs) has proved to be an effective method for speaker recognition (Camp-

bell 2002; Wan and Renals 2005). An SVM is a two-class classifier which

makes it a natural solution to speaker or language recognition. SVMs per-

form a nonlinear mapping which transforms inputs into a high dimensional

space and then separate classes with a hyperplane. During training the sup-

port vectors are obtained by an optimization process which relies upon a

maximum margin concept. For a separable data set, the system places a hy-

perplane in a high dimensional space so that the hyperplane has maximum

margin. SVMs have been combined with HMMs (Wan and Campbell 2000;

Ganapathiraju and Picone 2000) and GMMs (Kharroubi et al. 2001).

The key design component in an SVM is the kernel, an inner product in

the SVM feature space. Jaakkola and Haussler (Jaakkola and Haussler 1998)

developed a Fisher kernel, which formed a link between generative (such as

GMM or HMM) and discriminative models by using the Fisher score map-

ping. This technique maps a complete utterance onto a single point (in a
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high dimensional space) using a generative model. Such a representation

enables any suitable classifier to discriminate between complete utterances.

Jaakkola and Haussler successfully applied it for biological sequence analysis.

This method has then been combined with GMMs and applied to speaker

recognition successfully (Fine, Navratil, and Gopinath 2001; Smith and Gales

2002; Wan and Renals 2003). Other score-space kernals include the General-

ized Linear Discriminant Sequence kernel using polynomial vectors proposed

by Campbell (Campbell 2002), and the Likelihood Ratio score-space kernel

(Wan and Renals 2003).

Campbell et al. recently used the GMM supervector in a SVM classifier

and proposed two SVM kernels based on distance metrics between GMM

models: the GMM Supervector Linear kernel (Campbell et al. 2006) and the

GMM L2 Inner Product kernel (Campbell et al. 2006). The GMM supervec-

tor is a high-dimensional vector which is formed by stacking the means of the

GMM model, which was trained using MAP adaptation on a given utterance.

Thus the discrimination between utterances becomes the discrimination be-

tween the GMM supervectors. The GMM Supervector Linear kernel uses an

approximation to calculate the KL divergence between two utterances. The

GMM L2 Inner Product kernel uses function space inner products to function

a kernel.

4.6.2 Compensation Techniques

In addition to the score normalisation techniques already described, recent

speaker and language identification systems employ sophisticated methods to
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compensate for irrelevant, intersessional variability. In language identifica-

tion this includes channel and speaker effects, and for speaker identification

channel and other effects. As an example some of these methods exploit the

GMM supervector representation (Campbell et al. 2006). Differences are

computed between supervectors corresponding to the same class, and the

resulting set of vectors is subject to PCA analysis for dimension reduction.

The resulting low-dimensional characterization of intersession variability is

used to normalize new data.

4.6.3 Shifted Delta Cepstrum

Another method, the Shifted Delta Cepstrum (SDC), was proposed by Biele-

feld (Bielefeld 1994) and applied in language and speaker recognition (Torres-

Carrasquillo et al. 2002; Allen et al. 2005; Kohler and Kennedy 2002;

Campbell et al. 2006; Calvo et al. 2007). Typically, language and speaker

recognition tasks use feature vectors containing cepstra and delta and some-

times acceleration cepstra. However, the SDC has been found to exhibit

superior performance to the delta and acceleration cepstra due to its ability

to incorporate additional temporal information, spanning multiple frames,

into the vector.

SDCs are obtained by concatenating the delta cepstra computed across

multiple frames of speech. The SDC features are specified by a set of 4

parameters, N, d, P and k, where N is the number of cepstral coefficients

computed at each frame, d represents the time advance and delay for the

delta computation, k is the number of blocks whose delta coefficients are
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concatenated to form the final feature vector, and P is the time shift between

consecutive blocks. Accordingly, (k+ 1)N parameters are used for each SDC

feature vector including the statics, as compared with 2N for conventional

cepstra and delta cepstra feature vectors. For example, setting N�d�P �k

to 7�1�3�7 (Torres-Carrasquillo et al. 2002; Campbell et al. 2006) results

in a sequence of feature vectors of dimension 49 for each utterance.

The applications of the SDCs on the cepstral features for language identi-

fication with GMM (Torres-Carrasquillo et al. 2002) and SVM (Singer et al.

2003) have produced promising results. The applications of SDC in speaker

verification (Calvo et al. 2007) show that SDC features become an alter-

native to MFCC, delta and acceleration features in robust applications of

speaker verification, related to channel mismatch and session variability.

4.6.4 Exploiting High-level Information for Speaker

Recognition

Current automatic speaker recognition systems have relied almost exclusively

on low-level information via short-term features related to the speech spec-

trum. While these systems have produced very low error rates, they ig-

nore other levels of information that convey speaker information, such as

the particular word usage (idiolect), the pronunciation of the utterance, and

the non-lexical utterances (sighs, laughs, hesitation sounds, etc.). Recently

studies and works have been done to examine certain high-level information

sources and have provided strong indications that potential gains are possible

(Sonmez et al. 1998; Doddington 2001; Weber et al. 2002; Andrews et al.
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2002).

In 2002 a SuperSID project for the exploitation of high-level information

for high-performance speaker recognition was undertaken to develop new

features and classifiers and to increase text-independent speaker recognition

accuracy (Reynolds et al. 2003). In the SuperSID project the use of prosodic

features such as the prosodic statistics and the dynamics of pitch and energy

contours (Adami et al. 2003; Peskin et al. 2003) were examined. The phone

N-grams (Andrews et al. 2002) or the phone binary trees (Navratil et al.

2003) were applied to use the time sequence of phones coming from a bank

of open-loop phone recognizers to capture some information about speaker-

dependent pronunciations. Similarly, the cross-stream phone modeling (Jin

et al. 2003) and the pronunciation modeling (Klusacek et al. 2003) methods

were applied to learn speaker-dependent pronunciations. For the lexical fea-

tures, an n-gram idiolect system was implemented and used to examine the

effects of using errorful word transcripts. They also examined the speaker

information in turn-taking patterns and conversational styles, by using n-

gram models of speaker turn characteristics (Peskin et al. 2003). Finally,

by fusing these different levels of information, significant benefit can be gain

even at extremely low error rates. This suggests that exploiting high-level

information can help improve speaker recognition performance.

4.7 Summary

This Chapter presented the stochastic modelling methods which are typi-

cally used in state-of-the-art speaker recognition systems. GMMs have been
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successfully applied in text-independent speaker recognition and HMMs have

been generally applied in text-dependent speaker recognition.

The stochastic modelling methods see the speech signal as a sequence of

independent random feature vectors. The model training and verification

processes are based on computing the likelihood of a sequence of feature

vectors given the model. Both systems use a maximum likelihood training

algorithm and adaptation to train their models on the available training

materials. The verification score is produced as the difference of log-likelihood

measures from a Viterbi search.

The stochastic methods have some very desirable properties. They pro-

vide one framework within which the spectral characteristics (emission pdfs

associated with states) and the temporal characteristics (transitions between

states) are treated separately. This specialty is realized by a tractable math-

ematical framework for recognition and for training to match some given

speech data. The model can be made to generalize to unseen data by the

parameterized continuous distribution.

However, some assumptions are made in the stochastic model formalism

that are clearly inappropriate for modelling speech patterns. Firstly, it is

assumed that speech is produced by a piece-wise stationary process, with

instantaneous transitions between stationary states. It is also assumed that

the successive observations are independent. The model takes no account of

the dynamic constraints of the physical system that has generated a particu-

lar sequence of acoustic data. The independence assumption is also the cause

of the inappropriate geometric state duration distributions in HMMs as the

probabilities for successive numbers of frames form a geometric progression.
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To address the assumptions of independence and piece-wise stationarity,

our approach is to associate individual states of models with variable-length

sequences of acoustic feature vectors. With the segmental hidden Markov

model it is possible to characterize both the duration of the segments and

the relationship between the vectors in the sequence associated with the

segment. The next Chapter presents the theory of segmental hidden Markov

models.
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CHAPTER 5

Segmental Hidden Markov Models

5.1 Motivation for Segmental HMMs

A “segmental HMM” (SHMM) can be defined in general terms as a Markov

model where segments, rather than frames, are the homogeneous units which

are treated as random variables associated with the model states. The idea

of the “segments” was raised to associate models with variable-length se-

quences of acoustic feature vectors (Ostendorf et al. 1996). Some segment

models introduces explicit state duration distributions to address the weak

duration modeling of the HMMs (Russell and Moore 1985; Levinson 1986).

Some segment models try to explicitly model correlation between observa-

tions, in which trajectories are usually incorporated to describe how the fea-

tures change over time in the segment (Wellekens 1987; Brown 1987; Kenny

et al. 1990; Russell 1993; Gales and Young 1993). With a trajectory seg-

ment model it is possible to capture both the duration of the segments and

the relationship between the vectors in the sequence associated with each
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segment.

A variety of trajectory segment models have been investigated, using

different trajectories and different ways of describing the probability distri-

butions associated with different trajectories. The different types of trajec-

tory include constant (Russell 1993; Gales and Young 1993), linear (Russell

1993), linear dynamical systems (Digalakis 1992), exponential (Wiewiorka

and Brookes 1996), ‘smoothed piecewise constant’ (Richards and Bridle 1999)

and non-parametric (Ghitza and Sondhi 1993). A comprehensive review of

segment models has been provided by Ostendorf, Digalakis and Kimball (Os-

tendorf et al. 1996).

5.2 Applying a linear trajectory SHMM to

Speaker Verification

As the first step to apply segmental HMMs to speaker verification, a seg-

mental HMM with a linear trajectory is applied in this thesis. It is a sim-

ple version of the “fixed-trajectory” segmental HMMs (Holmes and Russell

1999). Previous studies of trajectory representations of mel-cepstrum fea-

tures (Holmes and Russell 1997) have suggested that a linear trajectory model

is sufficient to capture the time-evolving characteristics. Gish and Ng (Gish

and Ng 1993) also found that a linear trajectory was sufficient for most vow-

els in the vowel classification tests. Quadratic trajectory only benefit some

diphthongs. The description of a more general model, the “Probabilistic-

trajectory” segmental HMMs (PTSHMMs), can be found in Holmes and
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Russell’s paper (Holmes and Russell 1999).

Other studies were carried out using multiple-level segmental models to

represent features in an articulatory domain (Russell and Jackson 2003; Rus-

sell and Jackson 2005). During training and recognition, features in the

articulatory domain and observed features in the acoustic domain can be

transformed into each other through one or more mapping functions. The

motivation for such a model comes from the fact that in acoustic repre-

sentations of speech (derived from short-term log-power spectra) articulator

dynamics are manifested indirectly, often as movement between, rather than

within, frequency bands. Therefore it would be better to model dynam-

ics directly in an articulatory-based representation. The linear trajectory

SHMM can be seen as a special case of the multiple-layer SHMM, with the

articulatory-to-acoustic mapping set to an identity mapping.

For speaker verification, we wish to build a model containing the im-

portant information which can represent speaker characteristics. As men-

tioned in 2.4, during the production of speech, the formant transition comes

from changes in the shape of the vocal tract during speech production,

which may vary from speaker to speaker. Thus the dynamic spectral re-

gions may indicate important differences between individuals. The segmen-

tal model should capture individual differences in non-stationary speech seg-

ments, which might otherwise be swamped by large variances due to the

HMM piecewise stationarity assumption.

For example, we have some noisy data which are distributed around a

trajectory, as shown in Figure 5.1. For convenience only one-dimensional

data is shown here. As the conventional HMM system assumes both its
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the linear SHMM modelling assumption.

cepstral features and deltas to be stationary (Figure 5.2), this type of data

is not desirable for the conventional HMMs. The values of both the features

and the deltas vary too much and may well exceed the variation allowances

of the model. However, for a segmental HMM system with linear trajectories

(Figure 5.3), the data in Figure 5.1 may sit within the allowed variation range

of the trajectory and hence can be modeled properly.

Figure 5.2: The Piecewise stationarity assumption of the HMM system.

As we can see from Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, the strategies of the two

systems are differen. The conventional HMM system uses a mean and a
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Figure 5.3: The dynamic trajectory structure of the Segmental HMM system.

variance to define its MFCC distribution. It also uses a mean and a variance

to define its delta distribution. To assume both MFCCs and deltas are

stationary is not appropriate. Only in the case that the data is stationary can

the assumptions of the HMM system be fulfilled: the MFCCs are distributed

around a constant and the deltas are distributed around zero. But this

special case should not appear frequently in real time speech data. The

SHMM system works differently. It uses a midpoint, a slope and a variance

to define its MFCC distribution. If the data is stationary, the slope will be

zero and the SHMM state is an equivalent to an HMM state. But if the data

is not stationary, the SHMM will be able to catch any dynamics by using a

nonzero-slope trajectory and allowing the MFCCs to be distributed around

this trajectory.

It is plausible that such a model will improve our understanding of inter-

speaker differences, and hence improve speaker recognition performance, by

modelling some of the underlying mechanisms that give rise to intra- and

inter-speaker differences.

Experiments have shown that segmental HMMs give better speech recog-

nition results on TIMIT, demonstrating the benefits of incorporating the
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segmental framework (Holmes and Russell 1996; Holmes and Russell 1997).

We hope to see the improvement of performance appear in speaker verifica-

tion experiments, for the speech dynamic information could be beneficial to

speaker verification.

5.3 Segmental HMMs

A segmental HMM M is an N-state Markov model such that for each state

σi(i = 1, 2, ..., N) there exists a pdf bi defined on the set of sequences of

observation vectors Y . This pdf defines the probability that any segment is

a valid instantiation of σi. To simplify notation, it is assumed that the state

transition probability matrix A satisfies ai,j = 0 if j 6= i+ 1.

Let Y = [y1, y2, ..., yT ] be an observation sequence and X =

[x1, x2, ..., xT ] (xt 2 fσ1, σ2, ..., σNg) a state sequence, and let tx,i denote the

time at which x enters σi. The joint probability of Y and x given M is

p(Y, xjM) =
N∏
i=1

bi(ytx,i , ytx,i+1, ..., ytx,i+1−1). (5.1)

The probability p(Y jM) of Y conditioned on M is given by

p(Y jM) =
∑
x

p(Y, xjM) (5.2)

and is computed using an extended version of the HMM Baum-Welch algo-

rithm (Holmes and Russell 1999).
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5.4 Linear Trajectory SHMMs

Linear trajectory SHMM is a special form of the general Probabilistic-

Trajectory SHMM (PTSHMM) (Holmes and Russell 1999), in which a model

state is associated with a “probabilistic trajectory”. A PTSHMM for a speech

sound provides a representation of the range of possible underlying trajecto-

ries for that sound, where the trajectories are of variable duration and each

duration has a state-dependent probability. In the PTSHMM there are two

types of variation: the extra-segmental variation of plausible trajectories for

any segment, and intra-segmental variation of the observations around any

one trajectory.

5.4.1 Model Theory

In linear trajectory SHMMs a state treats an acoustic speech segment as a

variable-duration, noisy function of a linear trajectory. A segment has differ-

ent linear trajectories each of which represents one dimension of the feature

vectors. Each trajectory has a mid-point mean value and a slope to spec-

ify how the acoustic features change over time (Figure 5.4). Each segment

also has a duration probability to define the probability of segment length

between one frame (10ms) and the maximum duration τmax. The duration

probability mass functions di were non-parametric (Ferguson 1980) in these

experiments. During training the segmental Viterbi algorithm is used to seg-

ment the training data into state-level segments. The different durations of

the segment samples in the data are counted. Then the probability of each

possible segment duration is calculated by dividing each duration count with
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the total number of samples.

Figure 5.4: A segmental HMM that uses linear trajectories and durations to
represent acoustic segments.

A state σi(i = 1, 2, ..., N) is identified with a variable duration linear

trajectory representing a speech signal in a D dimensional acoustic space,

which, in our experiments, is based on MFCCs. Thus σi is parameterized by

the mid-point vector ci and slope vector mi, and a D�D covariance matrix

Vi. A trajectory fi of length T is defined by:

fi(t) = (t� t̄)mi + ci (5.3)

where t̄ = T/2.

5.4.2 Model Parameter Estimation

To look at the model parameter estimation for the linear trajectory SHMMs,

we should start from the general PTSHMMs. For reasons of mathemati-

cal tractability and of trainability, all variability in PTSHMMs is modelled

with Gaussian distributions assuming diagonal covariance matrices. In a
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PTSHMM the “extra segmental” variation for a state is defined by a PDF

defined in the set of possible state trajectories. In (Holmes and Russell 1999)

it is assumed that this PDF is Gaussian. In PTSHMMs we define the ex-

pected trajectory mid point mean of state σi as νi, the mid point variance as

ηi, the trajectory slope mean as µi and the slope variance as γi. Suppose we

have a single segment of feature vectors Y = [y1, y2, ..., yT ], and the trajec-

tory f has a mid point c and a slope m, the probability of the observation Y

and trajectory f given state σi is

p(Y, f jσi) = dσi(T )pσi(f)
T∏
t=1

p(ytjf(t)), (5.4)

where dσ is the duration PDF of state σ. So,

p(Y jσi) =

∫
f

p(Y, f jσi)df. (5.5)

In a PTSHMM there is one intra-segmental probability per frame in a

segment but also one extra-segmental probability per segment. Different

explanations of the data may use different numbers of the two types of prob-

ability, depending on the number of segments. Recognition performance is

thus dependent on a suitable balance between the different numbers of prob-

ability contributions, which compromises performance (Holmes and Russell

1999).

Two approximations to 5.5 are considered in (Holmes and Russell 1999).

One is the “optimal trajectory” approximation, which was proposed by Rus-

sell (Russell 1993). This method is to use an approximation by considering
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p(y, f) for only one specified trajectory f̂ :

f̂ = argmaxfp(Y, f jσi), (5.6)

where f̂ is the most likely trajectory. The probability of the observation

sequence given state i hence can be written as:

p(Y jσi) �= p(Y, f̂ jσi). (5.7)

The second alternative method is the “fixed linear trajectory” SHMM. In

the “fixed linear trajectory” SHMM the means of the PDFs which describe

the trajectory distribution in a PTSHMM are treated as the actual mid-point

and slope values of a single fixed linear trajecotry. Using this method, the

probability of the observation sequence given state i is given by:

p(Y jσi) �= p(Y, f̄ jσi), (5.8)

where f̄ is the linear trajectory with mid point mi and slope ci.

Holmes and Russell’s research (Holmes and Russell 1999) shows that the

“optimal trajectory” approximation method to PTSHMM doesn’t work very

reliably and the speech recognition performance is poor using this method.

This appears to be because of the imbalance between the two types of prob-

ability, the intra- and extra- segmental probabilities. The speech recognition

performance for the “fixed linear trajectory” SHMM, however, is almost as

good as the PTSHMM in which p(Y ) is calculated properly using the in-

tegral. Thus in SEGVit, the software we developed to train and test our
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segmental HMM system, the “fixed linear trajectory” method is chosen. An-

other reason to choose the “fixed linear trajectory” SHMM is because that

the SEGVit software was designed to support a more complicated segmental

HMM structure. This is called a multiple-layer segmental HMM (Russell and

Jackson 2005). This multiple-layer model has an ‘articulatory’ intermediate

layer which can be transferred into or from the acoustic domain using linear or

non-linear mappings. In a single layer model, this integral in 5.5 is tractable

because the PDFs are assumed to be Gaussian. This is also likely to be the

case for a multiple-level model in which the “articulatory-to-acoustic” map-

ping is linear. However, for a non-linear mapping this is no longer the case.

It was decided that for simplicity the “fixed linear trajectory” SHMM would

be implemented in SEGVit. The “fixed linear trajectory” SHMM is the type

of segmental model which is used in this thesis. In the following chapters the

term SHMM actually means the “fixed linear trajectory” SHMM.

If Y T = [y1,y2, . . . ,yT ] is a sequence of acoustic feature vectors and a

sample for state σi, the probability density of Y T given state σi is given by:

p(Y T jσi) = bi(Y
T ) = di(T )

T∏
t=1

N (yt; fi(t), Vi) , (5.9)

where di(T ) is the probability that state σi emits a segment of length T , and

N (yt; fi(t), Vi) is a D dimensional Gaussian probability density function with

mean fi(t) and covariance matrix Vi (it is assumed that Vi is diagonal). The

case mi = 0 corresponds to a constant trajectory SHMM. If, in addition, di

is a geometric probability density function then this is functionally identical

to a conventional HMM except for an upper bound τmax on state duration.
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With a trajectory structure in the model, the probability calculations in

a SHMM system take more computer running time than the calculations in a

conventional HMM system. To save the computational load, in this thesis the

SHMM model parameters are optimized using an estimation-maximization

scheme based on segmental Viterbi decoding. α̂t(i) is defined to be the joint

probability of the acoustic sequence yt1 = [y1, y2, ..., yt] and the partial state

sequence X t
1 = [x1, x2, ..., xt] which maximizes the probability p(yt1, x

t
1) given

the model parameters and given that the state at time t+ 1 is not state i. It

can be written as:

α̂t(i) = maxdmaxjα̂t−d(j)aijbi(yt−d+1, yt−d+2, ..., yt), (5.10)

where d is the duration, aji is the transition probability from state i to

state j, and bi(yt−d+1, yt−d+2, ..., yt) is the state probability of the observation

sequence of duration d, emitted by state i.

Because α̂t(i) is decided by the maximal value of duration d and the

maximal value of α̂t(j) at state j, the Viterbi algorithm helps the probability

to be traced back to find an optimal state sequence. Once this is finished,

the slope m′(Y T ) and mid-point value c′(Y T ) of the linear trajectory which

provides the best fit to Y T (in a least-squared error sense) can be calculated.

They are given by

m′i(Y
T ) =

∑T
t=1(t� t̄)yt∑T
t=1(t� t̄)2

(5.11)

and

c′i(Y
T ) = Y T =

∑T
t=1 yt
T

. (5.12)
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The segmental Viterbi training procedure is applied in an iterative man-

ner until the system converges and a local optimum is reached.

5.5 Summary

This Chapter has introduced the segmental HMM as a new model for speaker

verification. The SHMM has a better structure than the conventional HMM

which makes it well suited for speaker modelling. The model associates its

states with variable-length sequences of acoustic feature vectors. By mod-

elling the dynamic regions in speech, which may reflect some of the underlying

mechanisms that give rise to individual differences, this model better char-

acterizes the variations of a person’s voice and thus should improve speaker

verification accuracy.

The theory of the original Probabilistic-Trajectory SHMM was presented

as well as its two approximation methods. The “fixed linear trajectory”

SHMM is an alternative which works about as same as the original PT-

SHMM in terms of the speech recognition performance. The “fixed linear

trajectory” SHMM is hence applied to text-dependent and text-independent

speaker verification in this thesis. For model parameter estimation, the seg-

mental Viterbi decoder provides an iterative maximum likelihood estimation

technique.

Our application of SHMMs focused on text-dependent speaker verifica-

tion on the YOHO corpus and text-independent speaker verification on the

Switchboard speech database. The next two chapters examines many issues

related to the training of speaker models and the performance of the SHMM
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speaker verification system.
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CHAPTER 6

Text-Dependent Speaker Verification

The most straightforward application of SHMMs to speaker recognition is

text-dependent speaker verification (TD-SV). This is because a conventional

TD-SV system typically uses phone-level HMMs, which can simply be re-

placed by the corresponding phone-level SHMMs.

Suppose that a sequence of acoustic feature vectors Y = [y1, ..., yτ ] is

claimed to result from subject S speaking a text W . The decision whether

to accept or reject this claim is based on the likelihood ratio:

L(S) =
p(Y jS,W )

p(Y jW )
(6.1)

where p(Y jS,W ) is computed using a set of phone-level models for speaker

S, configured to represent the text W , and p(Y jW ) is calculated using a set

of speaker-independent background models configured to represent W . If the

likelihood ratio L(S) is bigger than a preset threshold, the claim is accepted.

We built a conventional HMM system and a segmental HMM system,
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both using the same set of context-sensitive triphone model labels. Both

systems were trained on the TIMIT and YOHO training material and tested

on the YOHO test set.

6.1 Experimental Method

6.1.1 Acoustic Parameterization

Our experiments used the YOHO (Higgins 1990) and TIMIT (Garofolo et

al. 1993) speech corpora. An overview of both corpora can be found in 2.3.

All the models were initialized using the whole TIMIT training set and were

further trained on YOHO. The TIMIT and YOHO data were parameterized,

using HTK (25 ms window, 10 ms fixed frame rate), into 13 dimensional

feature vectors comprising MFCCs 1 to 12 plus energy.

No ∆ or ∆2 parameters were used. We have not yet used ∆ or ∆2

parameters in any of our previous SHMM based experiments. This is mainly

because part of the motivation for the development of SHMMs is to obtain

a better model of speech dynamics and thereby obviate the need for these

parameters, and also to reduce the SHMM computational load.

6.1.2 Construction of initial acoustic models using

TIMIT

For the first step of model building, matching monophone model sets of

HMMs and SHMMs were constructed on the TIMIT training data. For

both HMMs and SHMMs, each monophone model contains three left-to-
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right emitting states and two non-emitting states (null states) at each end.

The ‘self-loop’ state-transition probabilities were set to zero in the case of

SHMMs, but were non-zero for the conventional HMMs. For the SHMMs,

the emitting state uses trajectories to represent a segment of observations

whose duration is τ . The maximum segment duration τmax was set to 15

(150ms) and the duration probability mass functions di(i = 1, 2, 3) were the

non-parametric Ferguson duration model (Ferguson 1980). The structure of

both models are shown in Figure 6.1.

The conventional HMMs were constructed using the Hidden Markov

Model Tool Kit (HTK) (Young et al. 1997), and the SHMMs using the

‘SEGVit’ software developed at the University of Birmingham. In terms

of the training scheme, the HMMs and SHMMs were trained using Baum-

Welch (HTK) and Viterbi-based (SEGVit) training respectively. The states

of the HMMs were associated with single Gaussian densities. This was for

compatibility with the SHMM system, which currently cannot accommodate

multiple-component Gaussian mixture densities. The monophone HMMs

were initialized and reestimated using the HTK tools ‘HInit’ and ‘HRest’ re-

spectively (Young et al. 1997). These monophone HMMs were also used to

seed the monophone SHMMs, by setting the SHMM state mean and variance

vectors equal to the corresponding HMM state mean and variance vectors,

and setting the state slope vectors equal to zero.

The reestimated monophone models were then used to seed a set of

context-sensitive triphone models. These models are phone models, con-

ditioned by their preceding and following phonemes. For example, “th-ih+s”

is the phoneme “ih” which follows a “th” and precedes an “s”. Again the
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Figure 6.1: An HMM and a matching SHMM sub-word models.
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TIMIT training data set was used to estimate the parameters for triphone

HMMs and SHMMs. As SEGVit cannot perform state-level tying, the tri-

phone model set was defined using a simple ‘back off’ procedure whereby a

triphone model was constructed if 30 or more examples of that triphone con-

text occurred in the training data, otherwise the triphone was replaced by a

biphone which has only one context condition (if 30 or more examples of the

biphone context occurred in the training data) or a monophone. This proce-

dure forms the same 1400 model set that was used in (Russell and Jackson

2003). As some of the triphones from the YOHO triphone set do not appear

to be in the TIMIT triphone set, 46 triphones in the 1400 TIMIT triphone

set were used to model the 102 cross-word triphones in the YOHO corpus.

6.1.3 Model Training Using YOHO

Models for those triphones which occur in the YOHO data were used to seed

speaker-independent YOHO HMMs and SHMMs. In our experiments we

randomly chose 20 of the subjects (10 males and 10 females) in the YOHO

enrollment set to train the speaker-independent HMMs and SHMMs. All of

the data from the 20 speakers contain 1920 utterances. The YOHO vocab-

ulary consists of 56 two-digit numbers ranging from 21 to 97 pronounced as

“twenty-one”, “ninety-seven” and spoken continuously in sets of three, for

example “36-45-89”, in each utterance. The training data from these 20 sub-

jects are excluded from speaker-dependent HMMs and SHMMs training. The

models trained on the 20 subjects’ material formed the HMM and SHMM

background models. The HMM and SHMM UBMs were each trained using
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20 iterations of Baum-Welch and Viterbi-based training respectively.

The remaining 118 subjects in the YOHO enrollment set were used as

test subjects. For each of these subjects, 96 utterances were used to train the

HMM and SHMM speaker-dependent models (SDMs). As with the UBMs,

the HMM and SHMM SDMs were trained using 20 iterations of Baum-Welch

and Viterbi-based training, respectively.

6.1.4 Speaker Verification

In the YOHO test set, the 20 speech files for each of the 118 test subjects

were split into 5 test sessions, each containing 4 speech files. A single speaker

verification experiment consisted of comparing one such test session with a

SDM and UBM. Thus, for each system, the number of ‘authorised user’ trials

is 118�5 = 590, and the number of ‘impostor’ experiments is 118�117�5 =

69030.

6.2 Results of text-dependent speaker verifi-

cation experiments on YOHO

The results of the text-dependent speaker verification experiments are shown

as Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curves in Figure 6.2. The DET curve

(Martin et al. 1997) is commonly used in speaker verification as a way to

represent the system performances where trade offs of two types of errors are

involved. The false alarm probability, or the false acceptance (incorrectly

accepting an impostor) rate, is plotted on the horizontal axis, while the miss
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probability, or the false rejection (incorrectly rejecting the target speaker)

rate, is plotted on the vertical axis. Generally speaking, the closer the whole

curve is to the origin, the better the system performance is. On each DET

curve an optimal point can be marked out at which the trade off between

the two types of error rate is optimal, depends on what purpose the speaker

verification system is built for. The Equal Error Rate (EER) is also referred

to compare system performances. It is the error rate obtained when the

threshold is set so that the two types of error occur with equal probability.

For the DET curves of both our HMM and SHMM systems in Figure

6.2, the lower-bound of 0.17% for the false rejection probability equates to

a single rejection out of the 590 authorised user trials. It is likely that this

results from incorrectly labelled data.

Figure 6.2: TD-SV results on YOHO using HMMs (dashed line) and SHMMs
(solid line).
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The results show that the SHMM system outperformed the conventional

HMM system. The false rejection rates for the HMM and SHMM systems

at the optimal points are 0.68% and 0.51%, corresponding to 4 and 3 false

rejections respectively out of the 590 authorised user trials. This equates

to a 25% reduction in the number of false rejections by using the SHMM

system. The false acceptance rates for the HMM and SHMM systems at

the optimal points are 0.52% and 0.29%, corresponding to 359 and 200 false

acceptances respectively out of the 69,030 impostor trials. This equates to

a 44% reduction in the number of false acceptances by using the SHMM

system, relative to the conventional HMM-based system.

We didn’t use the ∆ or ∆2 parameters in our HMM and SHMM models.

This is partly because the goal is to assess the utility of dynamics, not to

achieve overall optimal performance, and also to reduce the SHMM compu-

tational load. The motivation for the development of SHMMs is to obtain a

better model of speech dynamics and thereby obviate the need for these pa-

rameters. A side effect of this is that the number of parameters in the SHMM

system is greater than the conventional HMM system. So the SHMM system

has an unfair advantage here. The comparison can be made “fair” by adding

a state parameter to the conventional HMM. But which one to choose? So

in the end we leave the two systems as they are. Further investigation of this

issue will be presented in 9.1.
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6.3 Summary of Text-Dependent Verification

Results

In summary, there is some evidence from this experiment that an SHMM-

based text-dependent speaker verification system can outperform a conven-

tional HMM-based system. As we expected, the better modelling of speech

dynamics and duration of the SHMM system helps capture some individual

characteristics and hence improve the speaker verification performance.

However, particularly in the case of false rejection errors, the resolution

of this test is not sufficiently fine to draw clear conclusions. Therefore it was

decided that a more difficult speaker-verification task should be attempted,

namely text-independent speaker verification on the Switchboard corpus.

The next chapter presents the methods and experiments used for text-

independent speaker verification.
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CHAPTER 7

Text-Independent Speaker Verification

As in text-dependent speaker verification, to test the hypothesis that a se-

quence of acoustic feature vectors Y = [y1, y2, ..., yT ] was spoken by a talker

S, the likelihood ratio

L(S) =
p(Y jS)

p(Y )
(7.1)

is computed and compared with a pre-determined threshold. A GMM system

in used in this case. The probability p(Y ) is computed using a background

model, which is a GMM trained on acoustic feature vectors corresponding

to speech produced by a large population of talkers. The value of p(Y jS) is

computed using a speaker model for speaker S, which is trained on acous-

tic feature vectors derived from speech produced by S (or, more normally,

adapted from the UBM). The quantity L(S) in equation (7.1) is an approx-

imation to the posterior probability of S given the data Y , where the prior

probability P (S) of speaker S is ignored. The score L(S) is often normal-

ized using T-norm to allow the same threshold to be used for all talkers
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(Auckenthaler et al. 2000).

7.1 A ‘segmental GMM’

In order to compare conventional methods with a SHMM-based method for

text-independent speaker verification, it is natural to attempt to construct a

segmental HMM version of a conventional GMM based speaker recognition

system.

In a GMM-based system:

� A speech signal is treated as a sequence Y = [y1, y2, ..., yT ] of indepen-

dent acoustic feature vectors,

� p(Y ) is computed as a product of probabilities p(yt), p(Y ) =
∏T

t=1 p(yt),

and

� Each p(yt) is evaluated using a weighted sum of multivariate Gaussian

PDFs defined on the acoustic feature space.

By analogy, in our ‘segmental GMM’:

� Y will be treated as a sequence of K independent segments, Y =[
Y t1
1 , Y

t2
t1+1, ..., Y

N
tK−1+1

]
(where K depends on Y ),

� p(Y ) is computed as a product of probabilities p(Y tk
tk−1+1), p(Y ) =∏K

k=1 p(Y
tk
tk−1+1), where t0 = 0 and tK = N , and,

� Each p(Y tk
tk−1+1) is evaluated using a trajectory-based segment model
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Since the number of segment boundary points K and the values of the bound-

ary points t1, t2, ..., tK are not known in advance, they must be calculated

during the speaker-verification process using the segmental Viterbi decoder.

By employing a segmental variant of the forward-backward algorithm for

conventional HMMs, it would be possible to calculate p(Y ) by summing over

all possible values of K and segmentations t1, t2, ..., tK , and for an individual

segment [tk−1 + 1, tk] to calculate p(Y tk
tk−1+1) by summing over all segment

models. However, in the present study this was discounted on computa-

tional grounds, and also for the practical reason that it would necessitate

substantial development of additional software within the SEGVit toolkit.

Instead we use the segmental Viterbi decoder to find the optimal value of

K and segmentation t1, t2, ..., tK , and for each segment [tk−1 + 1, tk] we de-

fine p(Y tk
tk−1+1) = maxσp(Y

tk
tk−1+1jσ), where σ ranges over all possible segment

model states.

In terms of a conventional GMM, this is analogous to computing the

acoustic vector probability p(yt) by

p(yt) = maxm=1,...,Mpm(yt) (7.2)

rather than by

p(yt) =
M∑
m=1

pm(yt) (7.3)

That is by choosing the best Gaussian component in the GMM instead of

summing over all components. Auckenthaler’s work also describes methods

of choosing a subset of all components or the best Gaussian component to

reduce computation (Auckenthaler 2001). For consistency, and in order to
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focus on the ‘frame-based’ versus ‘segment-based’ comparison which is the

subject of this research, we use equation (7.2) rather than (7.3) in all of our

‘baseline’ GMM experiments. Once this decision has been made, it will be

seen that a conventional GMM is equivalent to a ‘segmental GMM’ in which

the maximum segment duration τmax is set to 1.

7.2 Construction of the ‘segmental GMM’

Intuitively, the most natural approach to the problem of applying SHMMs

to text-independent speaker verification is to replace the conventional GMM

with a single ‘segmental GMM’. The segmental GMM consists of M states,

each associated with the type of variable-duration linear trajectory segment

model described in Section 5 , specified by mean, slope and variance vectors

in the acoustic space and a duration probability distribution. These states

are configured in parallel, with a single initial, non-emitting, ‘null’ state and

a single non-emitting final ‘null’ state (Figure 7.1). The segmental states are

analogous to the mixture components in a conventional GMM system, and

the transition probabilities from the initial null state to the emitting states

correspond to the GMM component weights. While a conventional GMM

system analyses each acoustic feature vector in a speech signal separately,

a segmental system attempts to model the speech signal as a sequence of

variable length acoustic segments.
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Figure 7.1: SHMM structure for text-independent speaker verification.
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7.2.1 Probability Calculations

Given a sequence Y = [y1, y2, ..., yT ] which is claimed to correspond to an

utterance spoken by speaker S, we compute the likelihood ratio:

L(S) =
p(Y jS)

p(Y )
(7.4)

where the speaker-dependent probability p(Y jS) is given by:

p(Y jS) = maxKmaxt1,t2,...,tKmaxσS
i(1)

,...,σS
i(K)

K∏
k=1

(wSi(k)
λ1
p(Y tk

tk−1+1jσSi(k))λ2)

(7.5)

In other words, for the speaker-dependent probability p(Y jS) the max-

imum is taken over all possible numbers of segments K, all possible seg-

mentations t1, t2, ..., tK of length K, and all possible sequences of length K

σSi(1), ..., σ
S
i(K) of states from the speaker-dependent model for speaker S. λ1

is the Language Model Scale Factor (LMSF) and λ2 is the Token Insertion

Penalty (TIP). The LMSF and TIP parameters are commonly used in con-

ventional HMM systems (Woodland et al. 1995).

Similarly the UBM probability p(Y ) is given by:

p(Y ) = maxJmaxt1,t2,...,tJmaxσU
i(1)

BM,...,σU
i(J)

BM

J∏
j=1

(wUi(j)BM
λ1
p(Y

tj
tj−1+1jσUi(j)BM)λ2)

(7.6)

For the background probability p(Y ) the maximum is taken over all pos-

sible numbers of segments J , all possible segmentations t1, t2, ..., tJ of length

J , and all possible sequences of length J σBi(1), ..., σ
B
i(J) of states from the

background model. We use different letters (K and J) for the segment se-
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quence lengths in equations (7.5) and (7.6) to emphasize that, in general,

both the number of segments and the segment index will be different for the

speaker-dependent and background-model probability calculations.

7.2.2 The Language Model Scale Factor λ1 and Token

Insertion Penalty λ2

The effect of the LMSF λ1 is to control the influence of the individual ‘mixture

weights’ wSi(k) and wBi(j) in equation (7.6). A large value of λ1 will ‘sharpen’

the distribution
[
wB1 , w

B
2 , ..., w

B
M

]
and increase the influence of the weights.

Conversely, if λ1 = 0 then the weights will have no effect at all. The TIP

λ2 is a multiplicative penalty which is incurred each time a new segment is

hypothesized. An explanation of a sequence Y which involves K segments

will incur a penalty of λ2
K . Thus setting λ2 = 1 will have no effect, but

setting λ2 > 1 will favor longer sequences and setting λ2 < 1 will favor

shorter sequences.

In the ‘SEGVit’ SHMM toolkit, all probability calculations are done in the

negative logarithmic domain (where maximizing a probability is translated

into minimizing a cost), and parameters such as the LMSF and TIP are

specified in the configuration file as values in that domain. In the negative

logarithmic domain λ1 becomes a multiplicative factor and λ2 becomes an

additive penalty. With respect to this domain, setting λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 0

will have no effect. So the default values in the ‘SEGVit’ SHMM toolkit

for the LMSF λ1 is 1 and for the TIP λ2 is 0. Setting the LMSF parameter

λ1 > 1 increases the effect of the weights in choosing which segment model to
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use. Setting λ2 > 0 will favor shorter segment sequences (and hence longer

individual segments) and setting λ2 < 0 will favor longer sequences (and

hence shorter individual segments). Thus the TIP parameter λ2 provides an

external mechanism for influencing segment lengths.

7.3 Comparison of computational loads for

GMMs and SGMMs

7.3.1 GMM computational load

Suppose that we have an M component GMM and an utterance Y =

y1, y2, ..., yt, ..., yT , each yt is of dimension d. First let us just consider one

vector yt. For each t, we need to do M d-dimensional log Gaussian prob-

ability calculations (LGPCs), plus M � 1 pairwise comparisons to find the

maximum. So we need T �M d-dimensional LGPCs plus T �(M�1) pairwise

comparisons plus (T � 1) additions.

7.3.2 SGMM computational load

Similarly, suppose that we have an M component segmental GMM and the

same utterance Y = y1, y2, ..., yt, ..., yT . The maximum duration parameter

Dmax is set to 15 for the segmental GMM. The calculation requires segmental

Viterbi decoding:

α̂t(i) = maxDmaxjα̂t−D(j)aijbi(yt−D+1, yt−D+2, ..., yt) (7.7)
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in which 1 � D � Dmax.

First let us fix D and j, and remember this is all done in the log domain.

bi(yt−D+1, yt−D+2, ..., yt) requires D LGPCs. Because the trajectory is re-

calculated for every D there is no easy way to re-use the LGPCs, so the total

number of LGPCs is

1 + 2 + 3 + ...+Dmax =
(Dmax + 1)Dmax

2
=

16 � 15

2
= 120 (7.8)

In addition, for each segment length the trajectory means have to be

calculated. The number of pairwise comparisons is (M�1)Dmax (finding the

maximum over j and the maximum over d). All of these has to be done for

t = 1, 2, ..., T .

7.3.3 Comparison

So, the basic comparison is between, for each t, the computation is M LGPCs

+ (M � 1) pairwise comparisons for GMM, and M (Dmax+1)Dmax

2
= 120M

LPGCs plus M(M � 1)Dmax pairwise comparisons for segmental GMM, as

shown in the Table 7.1.

Therefore, for example, if Dmax is increased from 15 to 16, the number

of LGPCs needed for the segmental GMMs increases from T �M � 105 to

T �M � 120. That is 15 � T �M more LGPCs. If the number of segmental

GMM components M is set to 300, there are 4500 � T more LGPCs for each

t. As we can see, the computational load for the segmental GMMs is huge

compared to the computational load for the conventional GMMs.
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Table 7.1: Computational loads comparison
GMM SGMM

number of LGPCs T �M T �M � (Dmax−1)Dmax

2

number of pairwise
comparisons

T � (M � 1) T �M � (M � 1) �Dmax

other ; trajectory calculations
(working out sequence
of means in trajectory)
T �M �Dmax

We tried various methods to speed up the experiment turn-around time

for the segmental GMM system. They will be mentioned in 7.4.4.

7.4 Experiment methods

7.4.1 Switchboard data sets used

The 2002 (Linguistic Data Consortium 2002) and 2003 (Linguistic Data Con-

sortium 2003) NIST SRE subsets of Switchboard were obtained through

NIST and LDC to enable us to evaluate the segmental GMM for speaker

detection on the NIST 2003 SRE test. The experiments use:

� The one-speaker training material from the 2002 NIST SRE to train

the UBM,

� The one-speaker training data from the 2003 NIST SRE to train the

SDMs, and

� A subset of approximately 50% of the one-speaker test data from the

2003 NIST SRE as test data. Only 50% of the data was chosen to reduce

the computational load and the whole experiment running time.
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An analysis of the systems used in the 2003 NIST SRE and the results

obtained suggests that a suitable parameterization of the speech signal would

comprise mel frequency cepstral coefficients 1 to 18, plus energy, plus the

corresponding ∆ parameters (National Institute of Standards and Technology

2003). However, in the present system only the static parameters were used.

This was partly to reduce the computational load, and partly because it was

hoped that explicit modelling of speech dynamics would remove the need

for the ∆ parameters, as discussed earlier in section 6.1.1. The data was

parameterized as 18 mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) plus an

energy measure (C0) using the HTK ‘HCopy’ tool1.

7.4.2 The model training

Experience from conventional GMM systems on Switchboard suggests that

an appropriate number of segmental UBM components is at least 1024 (Na-

tional Institute of Standards and Technology 2003; Reynolds et al. 2000).

However, the time taken to train and evaluate such a model would pre-

clude an extensive investigation of the effect of different SHMM variants and

parameters on speaker recognition performance. Auckenthaler’s work (Auck-

enthaler 2001) compares the performances of three systems, with model sizes

of 64, 256 or 1024, respectively. His experiments used scoring of the speaker

model with either the best, the best three or the best five components for

1At first the MFCC-based parameterization which uses an explicit measure of energy
was chosen (MFC E), however it was found that with this parameterization HCopy gives
incorrect results — abnormal huge negative numbers — for some of the energy measure
parameters of Switchboard data. This is because there are silences in Switchboard data
which produces all zero mfcc parameters. The log energy of these silence frames are
invalid values. This problem does not occur if the zeroth MFCC coefficient (MFC 0) is
used instead
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each different model sizes. The results show that for the model size of 1024

components the system degraded when only the best scoring component is

used. While for model sizes of 64 and 256 components the models perform

best when only the best scoring component is used. As we were doing a com-

parative experiment, smaller model size provides us a faster running cycle

which leaves freedom to investigate different system settings. Hence, for the

current experiments the number of components in both GMMs and SHMMs

was set to 300.

Both GMM and segmental GMM systems were constructed using the

SEGVit software. The GMMs were constructed with the segment durations

fixed to one and trajectory slopes set to zero. The segmental GMMs have

non-zero trajectory slopes and a non-parametric duration probability func-

tion. Model training and determination of the optimal segment sequence use

segmental Viterbi decoding.

‘Segmental GMM’ UBM construction for Switchboard

As part of the previous research on TIMIT phone classification (Russell and

Jackson 2005), a software has been developed to produce sets of context-

sensitive triphone SHMMs of varying sizes (using the monophone and bi-

phone ‘back off’ approach described earlier). Using this software we have

developed TIMIT-based model sets with between 104 and 5,989 models (or,

equivalently, between 312 and 17,967 states). By combining the states of

a suitable family of models into a single, integrated SHMM of the type de-

picted in Figure 7.1 we hoped that we could obtain a suitable initial model to

‘seed’ Viterbi re-estimation of our segmental UBM (Figure 7.2). Estimation
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of the target speaker models could then proceed as previously described. For

this pilot experiment we used the 104 TIMIT model set to form a 312-state

segmental GMM. The maximum segment duration τmax was set to be equal

to five.

Figure 7.2: Segmental GMM construction from TIMIT trained HMMs.

Unfortunately this did not prove to be the case. The dissimilarity be-

tween the TIMIT-based models and the Switchboard data was such that

nearly 80% of the 312 SHMM states were not used during re-estimation.

After two iterations of the reestimation, only 20% of the SHMM states had

non-zero ‘occupancy’ and could therefore be reestimated. Thus the effective

number of states was significantly reduced. We concluded that it it not pos-
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sible to use segmental states estimated on TIMIT as initial models for work

on Switchboard because of the significant differences between TIMIT and

Switchboard data.

As an alternative we used k-means clustering (MacQueen 1967) applied

to a randomly chosen subset of the Switchboard 2002 data to estimate the

300 segment means. The initial segment trajectory slope values were set

to zero and the state duration distributions were set to be uniform. Using

this method to initialize the UBM, all of the UBM states were re-estimated

during segmental-Viterbi based training afterwards. Based on these k-means

clustering estimated initial models, five iterations of segmental Viterbi train-

ing algorithm were applied before the process converged, with the segment

duration distributions only being re-estimated during the final iteration.

These initial segment models were used to construct an initial ‘segmen-

tal GMM’ background model, which was optimized using the Viterbi-based

SHMM re-estimation functions in the SEGVit toolkit and the NIST 2002

SRE one-speaker training set. There is speech from 330 speakers (191 females

and 139 males) in the 2002 SRE one-speaker training set. Each speaker has

roughly 2 minutes of speech. During training the segment trajectory means

and variances were re-estimated first, using four iterations of Viterbi training

algorithm. Then the segment trajectory means, slopes and variances were

re-estimated for a further five iterations. The duration probabilities were

only re-estimated in the final, fifth, iteration.

Different maximum segment lengths corresponding to τmax = 1, 5 and 10

were chosen to make three sets of models, which we refer to as SW1, SW5,

and SW10. These models were built to test the effect of maximum segment
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duration on speaker-verification performance. For all model sets except SW1,

the segment trajectory means and slopes, variances and the segment duration

distributions were estimated. In the case of SW1, only the segment trajectory

means and variances were re-estimated, the trajectory slopes were set to zero

and the duration length can only be one frame. SW1 was treated as the

counterpart of the traditional GMM system and used as our baseline system.

The advantage of doing this for a comparative experiment is that we can be

certain that we are controlling the differences between the systems.

Training procedure for the speaker-dependent ‘Segmental GMMs’

Each trained UBM was then used to seed a speaker-dependent ‘segmental

GMM’ for each of the test speakers in the 2003 Switchboard test set. Data

from the 2003 Switchboard training set was used to re-estimate these models.

The data include 149 male files and 207 female files, each file containing about

2 minutes training data. The SDMs of 3 different UBM sets SW1, SW5 and

SW10 were trained separately with duration τmax = 1, 5 and 10 frames. For

the UBM set SW5 (τmax = 5), another three different sets of SDMs were

produced:

� In scheme 1, SW5 1, the segment trajectory mean vectors were re-

estimated but the slope vectors were set to zero in both the UBM and

SDMs.

� In scheme 2, SW5 2, only the segment trajectory mean values were

re-estimated. The segment trajectory slopes in the SD models are

therefore the same as those of the corresponding segment models in
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the UBM.

� In scheme 3, SW5 3, the segment trajectory slopes were also re-

estimated, along with the segment trajectory means in the SD models.

As the trajectory slopes should contain some dynamic information from

the speaker, we expected scheme 3 to outperform scheme 2. Both schemes

should outperform scheme 1, which does not include any dynamic informa-

tion.

For the speaker-dependent models the segment duration models and vari-

ance parameters were not re-estimated because of the limited amount of

training data which is available for each speaker. The trajectory means were

re-estimated in all cases. No speaker adaptation method, such as MAP or

MLLR, was used. MAP or MLLR is not implemented in SEGVit.

7.4.3 Factors influencing the performance of a ‘seg-

mental GMM’

In summary, there are some key parameters of the ‘segmental GMM’, whose

effect on verification performance we want to measure.

The maximum segment duration

The parameter τmax specifies the maximum allowable segment duration. If

τmax = 1 then states are associated with individual feature vectors, and our

‘segmental GMM’ reduces to a type of conventional GMM. As τmax increases,

the model becomes ‘more segmental’ but the computational load increases.
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In our experiments on Switchboard, values of 1, 5 and 10 were chosen for

τmax.

The trajectory slope

This could be set to zero, estimated for the UBM from training data and then

maintained at this value for each speaker-dependent model, or reestimated

for each speaker model. The significance of the trajectory slope parameters

is likely to depend on the τmax parameter: with slope being more significant

for larger values of τmax.

The segment duration model

Again this could be trained from data for the UBM and either passed un-

changed to each speaker-dependent model or reestimated for each speaker-

dependent model. Since duration is a segment-level, rather than frame-level,

parameter, very few training examples of segment duration are likely to be

contained in a typical speaker-dependent adaptation or training set. There-

fore accurate estimation of a speaker-dependent duration model is likely to

be an issue.

The language model control parameters λ1 and λ2

As explained previously, the SEGVit system includes two parameters, LMSF

(λ1) and TIP (λ2) which can be used to influence the average segment dura-

tion. If λ1 and λ2 take their default values of 1 and 0, respectively (remember

that these parameters operate in the negative log probability domain), then

they have no effect on the Viterbi decoder. However, by adjusting these two
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control parameters away from their default values during training or testing,

it is possible to influence the durational structures of the segments in the

UBMs and SDMs.

Figure 7.3 shows the effect of varying the TIP parameter, λ2 on segment

duration statistics. In these experiments λ1 was set to 1 while λ2 was varied

between �10 and 100. It is important to note that these statistics are ob-

tained from the test data. The UBM and SDMs were trained with τmax = 10,

λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 0.

Figure 7.3: Duration length distributions for different values of the Token
Insertion Penalty λ2. LM x y refers to the case where λ1 = x and λ2 = y.
LM 1 0 is the default..

Figure 7.3 shows that the average segment duration for the ‘default’ case

where λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 0 is 30ms, with a minimum duration of 5ms and

a maximum duration of 70ms. By increasing λ2 to 100 the most probable

duration is increased to 80ms. For such large values of λ2 it is likely that

there is a conflict between the effect of λ2, which is to increase the expected
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segment duration, and the hard upper-bound on segment duration imposed

by τmax. Setting λ2 = �2 shifts the duration distribution slightly to the left

(towards shorter durations), while setting λ2 = �10 causes all segments to

have minimum duration, which is 10ms (or one acoustic vector).

The number of segments

Most state-of-the-art GMM based TI-SV systems use 2048 or at least

1024 components. From Auckenthaler’s work on Switchboard (Auckenthaler

2001), actually no significant degradation of performance is shown for model

sizes of 64 and 256 components, compare to a model size of 1024. We did not

investigate exactly how different numbers of segments in the system would

affect the SV performance of our segmental GMMs. However, to save the

computational load for our segmental GMM system, which allows different

system settings being tested, we only use 300 segments in our segmental

GMM based system.

7.4.4 Speeding Up Experiment Turn-around Time

As mentioned in 7.3, because of the need to run segmental Viterbi decoding

and to compute segment-level probabilities, the computational load associ-

ated with our ‘segmental GMM‘ is significantly greater than that associated

with a conventional GMM. Experiments that can be done within days us-

ing a conventional GMM can run for a month using the segmental GMM,

depending on the segmental system settings.

In order to reduce this computational cost, speaker-verification experi-
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ments were conducted using just half of the male test speakers (671 speak-

ers) and half of the female test speakers (1042 speakers) from the NIST 2003

single-speaker evaluation set. This reduces the computation in testing by

50%.

As mentioned earlier, the number of segmental states in the model was

also kept low at 300. However, the computational load was still prohibitive.

We applied the following techniques to improve the experimental turn-around

time.

Parallelization of the SEGVit toolkit

The ‘SEGVit’ software toolkit has been modified so that model training can

be conducted in parallel on a ‘grid’ of computers. However the computation

time is still prohibitively long for a large detection task. For example, we

estimate that an evaluation of our reduced system, with τmax = 15 will take

between 20 and 25 days on our 6-node cluster, while the same experiments

with a conventional GMM system using HTK only takes less than a week to

finish.

Beam pruning and duration pruning

Techniques which work for standard HMMs, such as Beam Pruning (Russell

2005) have been extended to the ‘SEGVit’ toolkit during the period of this

project. Beam pruning uses a beam threshold to prune any preceding state

if the margin between the forward probability of the preceding state and

the forward probability of the present state is smaller than the threshold.

In our experiments beam pruning was shown to be much less effective for
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speaker detection than for speech recognition. This is because at present

there is effectively no syntax to constrain possible segment sequences. In

other words, because each segment in the ‘segmental GMM’ can be preceded

by every other segment, pruning out paths in the past does not alter the

number of segments which have to be evaluated in the present.

Russell developed a technique which we refer to as ‘Duration Pruning’

(Russell 2005) whereby a segment probability is not calculated if the proba-

bility of its duration is below a pre-determined threshold. Again, this tech-

nique works well for phone recognition experiments on TIMIT but appears

to be less useful for speaker verification experiments on Switchboard.

Auckenthaler’s method for reducing computational load

In a further attempt to speed up our experiments, I investigated a technique

introduced by Auckenthaler (Auckenthaler 2001). The method exploits the

link between the UBM and each of the SDMs. Since each SDM is seeded

by the UBM, it is argued that there is a strong connection between the mth

component of the UBM and the corresponding mth component of the SDM.

Thus, once the optimal sequence of components has been computed for the

UBM, Auckenthaler used exactly the same sequence for each of the SDMs.

I developed new software within the SEGVit toolkit to implement my

analogy to Auckenthaler’s method. During recognition the sequence of best

components was computed for the UBM. The same sequence was used for

each of the 1713 SDMs. As mentioned in 7.3, calculating each possible du-

ration for a segment during probability calculation takes long computation

time. By using Auckenthaler’s method, the duration probability was only
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calculated once, for the UBM. The duration probability for each of the 1713

SDMs did not need recalculation as the UBM sequence was used for each of

the SDMs. The new method effectively reduced the whole processing time

for training and testing for a segmental GMM system with τmax = 15 from

around one month to one week using the SEGVit software toolkit on our 6-

node computer cluster, with almost no loss in system performance, compared

to the previous experiment result without using Auckenthaler’s method.

7.4.5 Speaker Verification Experiments

As mentioned previously, in order to reduce this computational cost and to

improve experimental turn-around time, speaker-detection experiments were

conducted using just half of the male test speakers (671 speakers) and half of

the female test speakers (1042 speakers) from the NIST 2003 single-speaker

evaluation set.

As specified in the NIST 2003 evaluation documentation, for each test

file, 11 different verification tests were performed. This in turn involved

12 probability calculations - one for the background model and 11 for the

speaker-dependent models specified in the NIST test set.

The following experiments were conducted:

� Experiment 1: This experiment investigated the effects on perfor-

mance of setting the trajectory slope values to zero in both the UBM

and SDMs (SW5 1), reestimating the trajectory slope vector for the

UBM but not for the SDMs (so that the SDM trajectory slope vectors

are equal to the corresponding UBM slope vectors, SW5 2), and rees-
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timating the slope vector for both the SDMs and the UBM (SW5 3).

In this experiment τmax = 5.

� Experiment 2. The performances of the systems with maximum du-

ration τmax set to 1 (SW1), 5 (SW5) and 10 (SW10) were compared.

In these experiments all of the UBM trajectory parameters were rees-

timated and used to seed the corresponding SDM parameters, and all

of the SDM parameters were then reestimated (except in the case of

SW1, where the slope vectors are all zero - this is the baseline system)

7.5 Results of text-independent speaker ver-

ification experiments on Switchboard

7.5.1 Effect of the trajectory slope vector

The results for the first experiment (experiment 1), with model sets SW5 1

SW5 2 and SW5 3 are shown as DET curves in Figure 7.4a. Conditions 1,

2 and 3 correspond to trajectory slopes set to zero in the UBM and SDMs;

UBM trajectory slopes learnt but not reestimated in the SDMs; UBM tra-

jectory slopes learnt and reestimated for the SDMs respectively. In these

experiments τmax = 5. The figure shows that the equal error rate for all

three systems is approximately 14%. The best performance is obtained us-

ing speaker-dependent trajectory slopes (scheme 3 - red dashed line), but the

difference between this and the other results (trajectory slopes set to zero

(scheme 1 - black dotted line), trajectory slopes re-estimated for the UBM

but not re-estimated for the SDMs (scheme 2 - green solid line) is very small
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and unlikely to be significant.

7.5.2 Effect of the maximum segment duration τmax

The results of the second experiment (experiment 2), for systems with

different maximum durations, namely SW1 (τmax = 1), SW5 (τmax = 5) and

SW10 (τmax = 10) are shown in Figure 7.4b. SW1 is our approximation

to a conventional GMM. The figure shows that the systems with τmax = 5

(scheme 2 - black dotted line) and τmax = 10 (scheme 3 - green solid line)

work very slightly better than the system with τmax = 1 (scheme 1 - black

dashed line), but still the differences are too small to be significant.

Other experiments have been conducted using different SHMM variants

and parameters, for example, further adjusting the maximum duration, and

altering the statistics of segment durations. However, all the performances

are very close and the equal error rates are all approximately 14%.

7.5.3 State-of-the-art TI-SV systems on NIST SRE

2003

It is helpful to have a look at what performances state-of-the-art TI-SV

systems achieve for the 2003 NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation (National

Institute of Standards and Technology 2003). In this thesis the same data was

used except for that only half of the test segments (1713 of 3428 segments)

were used to save the computation. Figure 7.5 shows the results from the

NIST 2003 Speaker Recognition Evaluation participants. From the figure

we can see that most of the systems managed to gain an Equal Error Rate
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Figure 7.4: TI-SV Results on Switchboard using GMMs and SHMMs.
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Figure 7.5: NIST 2003 Evaluation Results

(EER) between 5% and 10%. Some systems’ performance fall in the EER

range between 10% and 40%.

The best speaker verification performance on the 2003 Switchboard data

is given by the MIT Lincoln Laboratory, which is just above 5% EER.

This performance is gained using a 2048 mixture GMM, feature mapping

(Reynolds 2003), RASTA filtering (Hermansky and Morgan 1994), speech ac-

tivity detection (Appiah, Sasikath, Makrickaite, and Gusaite 2005), Support

Vector Machines (Campbell et al. 2006), and Biologically-Inspired Auditory

Features (National Institute of Standards and Technology 2003). The Direc-

torate of Defense Research & Development (DDR&D) system also produce

an EER a little bit above 5%. Their system has 2048 Gaussian mixtures,

feature warping (Pelecanos and Sridharan 2001), voice activation detector,

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Autoassociative Neural Network
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(Shajith et al. 1999).

Comparatively our system with an EER around 14% doesn’t compete

with the systems with best performances. The NIST figure shows a “peel” of

about 9 systems with EERs between 5% and 10% and about 6 other systems

with EERs between about 12% and 25%. Our system isn’t in with the highly

optimized systems in the peel, but is better than some of the others.

Our system has only 300 states, while other systems have 1024 or 2048

GMM components. However, from Auckenthaler’s work using the 1999

Switchboard data (National Institute of Standards and Technology 2003) it

seems that the speaker verification performance of an 256-component GMM

system is not much worse than the SV performance of an 1024-component

GMM system, considering other conditions in both systems are exactly the

same. The reason that our system does not perform as well as these systems

is probably due to the different front end processing and the absence of SVM.

Our system does not use speech/noise detector, RASTA filtering, or feature

warping. These methods were used by other systems to remove the effect

of noise in the Switchboard data. Without using any noise compensation

technique, the performance of the system is expected to be much worse than

those refined systems. The SVM may also be a major contribution to higher

speaker verification performance.
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7.5.4 Summary of Text-Independent Speaker Verifica-

tion Results

These results are certainly not as we expected. We expected that in experi-

ment 1 scheme 1 would give poorer results than schemes 2 and 3, and thereby

demonstrate the utility of modelling dynamics by incorporating a non-zero

slope parameter. In fact this experiment provides little evidence to support

the hypothesis that the use of linear segment models with non-zero trajec-

tory slopes is beneficial for speaker detection. This result contrasts with the

previous result for YOHO, where there does appear to be a benefit.

In the second set of experiments we expected that SW10, with maximum

segment duration set to 10, would outperform SW5 (τmax = 5), and that

SW5 would in turn outperform SW1 (τmax = 1). However there is little

evidence in the results to support this expectation. It should also be noted

that the results of experiments 1 and 2 are consistent. If, as suggested by

the results of experiment 1, there is no benefit from using a model based

on ‘dynamic’ trajectories with non-zero slope, then one would not expect

to observe any benefit from longer segments, since a long, constant segment

can be modelled just as well by a sequence of short, constant segments.

The duration probability density functions are clearly different in these two

cases. However the duration PDFs are usually reestimated at the last step

of training, when the mean and slope of the segment trajectories are already

well trained.

We note that all of these results are clearly much worse than the best

performance obtained on the full 2003 test set using a conventional GMM
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system, which is a little over 5% equal error rate (Martin and Przybocki

2003). The poor performance of our system is likely to be due to different

front-end analysis. We did not use any noise compensation technique or the

Support Vector Machines in our system. To cut the computational load,

during probability calculation, we choose the best Gaussian component in

the GMM instead of summing over all componnets, which should also affect

the system performance. However, the goal of these initial experiments was

not to challenge the state-of-the-art in terms of performance, but to con-

duct comparative experiments to determine the benefits of using a dynamic,

trajectory-based model.

Effects of reducing the computational load

The results obtained by applying the ‘segmental GMM’ version of Aucken-

thaler’s method, described in section 7.4.4, are shown in the DET curves in

Appendix A. Each figure shows two DET curves. The dashed (blue) line

is the same in all of the figures and is included as a baseline. It shows the

DET curve obtained when separate Viterbi decoding is applied to each of

the SDMs (i.e. Auckenthaler’s method is not used). For these experiments

λ1 = 1, λ2 = 0 and τmax = 10.

The solid (red) DET curves show the results of applying Auckenthaler’s

method (i.e. using the optimal state sequence obtained using Viterbi decod-

ing relative to the UBM to calculate the SDM probabilities) together with

different values of language model control parameters λ1 and λ2 (λ1 = 1;λ2 2

f�10,�2, 0, 2, 5, 15, 50, 100g).

Figure A.1 shows a direct comparison, for λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 0, of the re-
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sults obtained with and without the computational reduction due to Aucken-

thaler’s method. The figure shows that the DET curves are almost identical,

with the reduced computation method showing small gains at each extreme

of the DET curve but performing slightly worse towards the center of the

curve. We conclude that the large reduction in computational load which

results from using the optimal UBM state sequence to calculate the SDM

probabilities is not compromised by a significant change in speaker detection

performance.

Turning now to the effects of varying the Token Insertion Penalty λ2

(figures A.7 to A.8) we see that there is very little difference between the DET

curves for the different values of λ2, despite the large variation in expected

segment duration shown in figure 7.3. In particular, it is certainly not the

case that (as one might have expected) performance reaches a maximum for

some positive value of λ2. Indeed, larger values of λ2 lead to decreases in

performance, and the best performance is obtained with λ2 = �2. From

figure 7.3 this value of λ2 corresponds to an expected segment duration of

between 20ms and 30ms. It seems that shorter segment duration lengths

give the best performance, which is quite different from what we expected

but consistent with the results for varying τmax.

Effects of applying λ1 and λ2

At this point we noted a possible incompatibility in these experiments. The

language model control parameter λ2 was only varied during testing and not

during training. Therefore it’s effect on segment duration during testing is

incompatible with the duration models learnt during training. To make the
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effect of the language model control parameters compatible with the model

durations, additional experiments were carried out. In these experiments,

the language model control parameter λ2 was the same in model training as

in testing (λ2 2 f5, 15, 50g).

The results of these experiments are shown in Appendix B. The DET

curves for the systems which use the optimal UBM state sequences when

calculating SDM probabilities are shown with a solid green line (this is the

‘Auckenthaler method’). The DET curves for systems which apply Viterbi

decoding separately to the UBM and SDMs are shown with a dashed blue

line (λ1 = 1; λ2 = 0). The DET curve for a conventional GMM system is

shown with a solid, black line.

The results are similar to those in Appendix A. These support the hy-

pothesis that the results in Appendix A are not affected significantly by use

of different values of λ2 in training and testing. As in Appendix A, the DET

curves in Appendix B show a trend whereby performance decreases as λ2

(and hence the average segment durations) increases. The figures confirm,

again, that Auckenthaler’s method has little effect on performance.

7.6 Summary

This chapter has described the construction of a segmental GMM system

and the main results on Switchboard data.

The segmental states in a segmental GMM system are analogous to the

mixture components in a conventional GMM system. Each segmental state

has a trajectory which is defined by a midpoint and a slope vector, and a
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duration probability function. While a conventional GMM system analyses

each acoustic feature vector in a speech signal separately, a segmental system

attempts to model the speech signal as a sequence of variable length acoustic

segments. The model training and testing of the segmental GMM system are

through a segmental Viterbi decoder.

The background models were seeded using a k-means clustering technique

and further trained on the 2002 NIST SRE one speaker material. The speaker

dependent models were then trained using UBMs on the 2003 NIST SRE

one speaker material. Factors influencing the performance of a segmental

GMM include the maximum segment duration τmax, the trajectory slopes,

the segment duration model and two language control parameters. These

factors are in fact all related to each other. For example, by choosing different

values for the LMSF λ1 and TIPλ2, the viterbi decoder can be biased towards

longer or shorter state sequences and shorter or longer segments.

Some techniques were used to reduce computational time. Auckenthaler’s

method can effectively cut the testing time. This method recognizes a strong

link between a component of the UBM and the corresponding component

of the SDMs. Thus the optimal sequence of components computed for the

UBM can also be used for each of the SDMs. This method has proved in

our experiments to be very effective in reducing computational load without

losing significant system performance.

We performed two main sets of experiments, one of which was to test

the effect of different segment slopes, the other was to test the effect of

different segment lengths. Both results are not as we expected. The first

experiment provides little evidence to support the hypothesis that the use of
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linear segment models with non-zero trajectory slopes is beneficial for speaker

verification. Consistent with experiment 1, experiment 2 doesn’t demonstrate

any benefit from using potentially longer segments. These results contrast

with the YOHO results, which show obvious benefits from using segmental

HMMs.

The fact that inclusion of dynamic segments, corresponding to trajectories

with non-zero slope, consistently fails to improve speaker detection accuracy

on Switchboard, suggests that the segmental GMMs do not contain any im-

portant dynamic information which helps to differentiate between speakers

in this corpus. But the segmental HMMs trained on a non-conversational

corpus like YOHO manage do contain useful information. To find out why,

we believe that it is important to conduct further work to determine the exact

contribution of dynamic regions of a speech signal to speaker-detection ac-

curacy. The following chapter presents the results of applying these analysis

to TD-SV experiments on the YOHO corpus.
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CHAPTER 8

Analysis of Text-Independent Speaker

Verification system

The results of our speaker verification experiments on Switchboard are not as

expected. We have been unable to demonstrate any benefit from the use of

‘dynamic’ segments based on linear trajectories with non-zero slope. Hence

we have also not been able to demonstrate any benefit from the use of longer

segments. These results are at odds with our earlier speaker verification

results on YOHO, described in section 6.2, and with the phone recognition

results presented in (Russell and Jackson 2005).

The discrepancy between the performance of SHMMs for text-dependent

detection on YOHO and their performance for text-independent detection

on Switchboard is puzzling. There are at least two possible explanations:

� The experiments on YOHO are text-dependent and use the YOHO

word-level labeling. This labeling enabled us to use phone-level models

in speaker verification. By contrast, no labels were used in the case of
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Switchboard and the models were unsupervised ‘machine learnt’ seg-

ment models with no explicit phonetic interpretation. It could be that

some sort of explicit labeling is needed to guide the segmental model

building process if dynamic regions are to be exploited. Hence the su-

pervised training might have steered the segmental HMMs to model

the dynamic regions. In the unsupervised maximum likelihood train-

ing, however, the maximum likelihood training criterion seems to bias

the system towards stationary states. As mentioned in 5.2, the conven-

tional HMM system uses a mean and a variance to define its MFCC

distribution and its delta distribution. To assume both MFCCs and

deltas are stationary is not appropriate. Only in the case that the

data is stationary can the assumptions of the HMM system be fulfilled.

To maximize the probability given these assumptions, the maximum-

likelihood training would focus on stationary regions as these regions

would produce bigger probability.

� An alternative explanation is that the discrepancy is due to the different

styles of speech in the YOHO and Switchboard corpora. While YOHO

contains recordings of read speech, Switchboard comprises recordings

of conversational speech over various telephone channels. The Switch-

board speech is also very noisy. The poorer quality of the Switchboard

speech might have caused difficulty for the data-driven segment model

learning process, or, alternatively, cues which the segment models were

able to use in the YOHO corpus may be absent in Switchboard.

Trying to understand this result, we conducted a set of experiments to
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investigate whether the trained segmental GMMs successfully contain speech

dynamics and if so, whether this information can contribute to speaker veri-

fication performance. Several different parameter sets were used to train the

UBMs and the trained UBMs were analysed.

8.1 Visualisation of the segmental GMMs

First, to see what our segmental models look like, we have written a MatLab

program to visualize the individual segment models in the segmental GMMs.

The results are illustrated in Appendix C.

For each segment, we computed linear trajectories for all 19 MFC coeffi-

cients. The length of a segment is its average length, based on its duration

distribution. This results in a sequence of 19 dimensional MFCC vectors. We

then applied an inverse Discrete Cosine Transform to each of these vectors to

obtain a mel frequency spectrum, whose frequency axis was then warped to

obtain a linear frequency spectrum. The resulting sequence of linear spectral

vectors is displayed as a gray-scale spectrogram to give one of the figures in

appendix C.

Visual inspection of these ‘spectrograms’ suggests that they are all valid

speech segments, and that they correspond to different components of a plau-

sible segmental model of speech. For example, the second segment in the

third row on the first page of appendix C is clearly vowel like, while the first

segment on the fifth row is more fricative-like. The figures show a mixture of

stationary and non-stationary segments. However, most of the segments rep-

resent the stationary regions. Even in the non-stationary regions the slopes
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are very close to zero.

To inspect the issue that whether it is the unsupervised maximum like-

lihood training or the poor quality of the Switchboard data (or both) that

compromises the data-driven segment model learning process, more analyses

are to be done. Next section presents the investigations on this issue.

8.2 Segment slopes of UBM trained on

Switchboard

Given the TI-SV results in Figure 7.4 and the visualization of the segments,

an obvious question is whether the SHMM is actually capturing dynamic in-

formation at all. An initial analysis of the values of the slopes in this system

suggests that it is not; the majority of slopes are close to zero. One possi-

bility for this is that the unsupervised maximum likelihood GMM training

algorithm gives priority to modelling stationary regions. Intuitively, if the

number of MFCCs is increased, the independent treatment of the MFCC

components will cause more and more states to be used to model stationary

regions. To investigate this, we focused on the dynamic behavior of individ-

ual, or reduced sets of MFCCs. In these experiments the maximum duration

τmax was set to 5 (50ms).

8.2.1 Effects of different number of MFCCs

Using the same training data for the background model as in our original

experiments, ten 300-segment UBMs were trained on different sets of MFCCs.
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In each set a different number of MFCCs (from 1 to 10) were used, including

MFCC 0. For example, in the first set only MFCC 0 was used; in the second

set MFCC 0 and MFCC 1 were used; and in the tenth set MFCC 0 and

MFCC 1 to 9 were used.

Figure 8.1 shows the distribution of MFCC 0 slopes of UBMs with differ-

ent feature vector dimensions. To make a clear view only 5 of the 10 sets were

showed on the graph. It can clearly be seen that as the number of MFCCs

increases, the percentage of non-zero slopes decreases. The same tendency

appears to the other MFCC channels as well. See Appendix D for the full

graph.

This suggests that the lack of non-zero slopes is due to the maximum

likelihood training algorithm giving priority to modelling stationary regions,

together with the combinatorics of modelling these regions for all of the

MFCC parameters. If this is the case (i.e. that all of the segments are

“used-up” modelling stationary regions), one would expect to see more non-

zero slope values if the number of segments is increased.

8.2.2 Effects of different number of UBM segments

The purpose of the second experiment in this chapter was to discover the

effect of varying the number of segments on the trained UBM slopes. We fixed

the number of MFCCs to six (MFCC 1 to 5 plus MFCC 0), and increased the

number of segments in SHMMs from 300 to 2100, with the intervals equal to

300. The maximum duration τmax was set to 50ms in this experiment.

Figure 8.2 shows the changes of MFCC 6 slopes. The MFCC 6 slopes of
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Figure 8.1: Distributions of slopes of MFCC 0 in the UBM as the number of
MFCCs increases.

the UBMs with 300 and 2100 segments are drawn as solid curves with circle

and square marks, separately. MFCC 6 slopes of other UBMs are shown as

dashed curves 1.

As predicted as the number of segments increases, a larger percentage of

segment trajectories tends to have bigger slopes. The percentage of segment

trajectory slopes in the range around zero decreases as the total number of

segments gets bigger from 300 to 1500. This confirms our theory that the

maximum likelihood training priorly focuses on the stationary regions. When

the number of segments increases more segments can be used to model the

dynamic regions. As the total number of segments increases from 1500 to

2100, although a larger percentage of segment trajectories have bigger slopes,

the percentage of segments whose slopes are just around zero (in the region

1MFCC 6 was chosen randomly. All the other MFC coefficients show the same ten-
dency.
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Figure 8.2: Slopes of MFCC 6 in UBM as number of segments increases.

[�0.05, 0.05]) increases again. This could be because at 2100 segments the

number of segments is sufficiently abundant that there are enough segments

to model the dynamic regions, hence more segments can again be used to

model the stationary regions. This again shows that the priority of the ML

training is to focus on the stationary regions.

8.3 Comparison of UBMs in GMM and

SHMM system

These experiments demonstrate that as the number of MFCCs increases, or

as the number of segments decreases, the system will have more zero-slope

segments after maximum likelihood training. By contrast, as the number of

MFCCs decreases, or as the number of segments increases, the system will
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end up having more non-zero segment slopes. Without any supervision, the

maximum likelihood training seems to give priority to model the stationary

regions. When there are abundant segments in the system, more of them

can be used to model dynamic regions. Or, when the system has a smaller

number of MFCC channels, modelling dynamic regions in one MFCC channel

does not conflict with the priority of modelling stationary regions in many

other MFCC channels, more segments in the system can be used to model

dynamic regions.

From the analysis of the above sections, it seems that it is the unsuper-

vised maximum likelihood training which compromises the segmental tra-

jectory structure, making it focus on the stationary regions, rather than

the dynamic regions. Is this only a characteristic of our segmental system?

We wanted to compare the dynamic information contained in our segmental

GMMs with any dynamic information contained in conventional GMMs.

As previously stated, there are no differential parameters in our SHMM

system because we hoped to represent acoustic dynamics by using segment

trajectories. We constructed a 300-state SHMM system with a maximum

duration length τ set to 2 (20ms). The segment slopes were then analyzed and

compared with the ‘delta’ parameters in a traditional GMM-based system.

For the conventional GMM-based system trained on Switchboard we

chose a 2048 component system built by Hansen et al. at the Air Force

Research Laboratory (AFRL) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Day-

ton, Ohio, USA (Hansen et al. 2004). The system was given to us by Eric

Hansen. The equal error rate achieved in the 2003 NIST evaluations with

this type of system by AFRL is around 5%. The AFRL system is based on
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the MIT Lincoln Laboratory system. It uses the MIT Lincoln Laboratory

speaker recognition system to extract MFCCs, RASTA filtering and energy

based speech activity detection.

Figure 8.3 compares the distribution of slope values in our SHMM and

delta values in the conventional GMM. Surprisingly, the delta parameters in

GMMs are even smaller. 57.1% of the GMM delta parameters are distributed

in the range around zero, compared with 28.9% of our SHMM trajectories.

Although the AFRL model has 2048 components, much more than the 300

components which our segmental GMM has, the rest of the deltas of the

AFRL model are still very close to zero. There are not much dynamics in

the AFRL model.

Figure 8.3: Statistics of GMM deltas and SHMM segment slopes.

The result indicates that the absence of a model of dynamics in TI-SV

is not only a feature of our SHMM system. It also appears to be a feature

of a conventional TI-SV GMM or at least the one provided by AFRL. The

analysis of AFRL’s model is consistent with our hypothesis. This evidence

also suggests that the role of delta features in such a system is not to model
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dynamics but to focus the modelling onto the stationary regions of a speech

signal.

8.4 Summary of Analysis on TI-SV system

To explain the unexpected TI-SV results obtained using SHMMs on Switch-

board data, some analyses have been carried out.

First of all, we have visualized the individual segment GMMs by apply-

ing an inverse Discrete Cosine Transform to the MFCC vectors. Although

the visualized segments look all normal, most of the segment models corre-

spond to quite flat trajectories. They do not seem to carry much dynamic

information.

We then did experiments to measure the effects of different sets of MFCCs

on the trained UBM. As the number of MFCCs increases, or , as the number

of segments decreases, the percentage of non-zero slopes decreases. This

suggests that the lack of non-zero slopes is due to the maximum likelihood

training algorithm giving priority to modelling stationary regions.

We then compared our segmental models with a conventional GMM sys-

tem, which was also trained on Switchboard. Analysis shows that more than

half of the delta parameters in the conventional GMM background model

are in the range of [�0.05, 0.05], compared with nearly thirty percent of the

SHMM trajectories. Thus, the role of the delta features in a conventional

GMM system using maximum likelihood training seems to be to focus the

system onto the stationary region of the speech, rather than to represent

the dynamic regions. In other words, in order to secure a high probability
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with respect to a given component, an acoustic vector not only needs to be

close to the component mean, it must also be in a stationary part of the

speech signal so that its delta parameters are close to zero(see the HMM

assumptions illustrated in Figure 5.2). Although this is not something which

is optimized directly in ML training, but ML training tries to maximize the

probability of the training data and this seems to be achieved by focusing

on stationary regions and hence having zero deltas. A consequence of this

is that in recognition, the signal which match the segment means but don’t

have zero slopes won’t get high probabilities.

The differential parameters are usually seen as dynamic features that are

a measure of the change in the static features. In conventional HMM and

GMM systems, it is assumed that each observation is static, and there is

no dependency between the observations. By augmenting the original set

of static acoustic features with differential features, the correlations between

each observation and its neighbors can be captured to some extent, as well

as the local dynamics in the speech. However, if most of the differential

parameters are close to zero, their role seems to be to lay a strong emphasis

on the static regions, and to diminish the correlation between neighboring

observations.

A question arises as whether this is also the case for the TD-SV ex-

periments on YOHO using SHMMs. The TD-SV results on YOHO show

improvement on performance by applying segmental HMMs. Although both

TD- and TI-SV use maximum likelihood training, in supervised TD-SV on

YOHO we built models of labeled triphones, while in unsupervised TI-SV

we build models representing unknown phoneme-like units. The supervised
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ML training should help the system exploit dynamic information.

We wanted to find evidence that the SHMMs trained on YOHO contain

dynamic information, and it is these dynamic information which lead to

the improvement of speaker verification performance. Next chapter presents

analyses on the YOHO TD-SV system.
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CHAPTER 9

Analysis of Text-Dependent Speaker

Verification system

In text-dependent speaker verification the speech is transcribed. This means

that the training can be supervised and that a prescribed set of models is re-

quired to model a particular piece of speech. Potentially this forces the mod-

els to take account of non-stationary regions in the speech signal. In Chapter

6 the SV results we produced by applying SHMMs show an improvement.

In this Chapter we return to the YOHO results to look for evidence that the

improvement on TD-SV scores is due to better representation of dynamics

by SHMMs.

Firstly we investigate the issue that the number of parameters is different

in the SHMM and HMM systems. Then we examine the SHMM slope param-

eters in the YOHO system to see if they contain dynamic information. We

also investigate whether there is a link between the segment models which

have bigger slopes and better speaker verification scores. Finally a GMM
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system has been built on YOHO to investigate whether the TI-SV system

can capture some speech dynamics on YOHO (instead of Switchboard).

9.1 An HMM system with static and delta

MFCCs

As mentioned in Chapter 6, we didn’t use the ∆ or ∆2 parameters in our

HMM and SHMM models. A side effect of this is that the number of param-

eters in the SHMM system is greater than the conventional HMM system.

So the SHMM system has an unfair advantage here. We then built another

conventional HMM system which has both MFCC statics and deltas. This

static-plus-delta system was built using the same system settings as the con-

ventional HMM system which does not have deltas in it. The performance of

this system, as well as the performances of the SHMM system and the HMM

system which only have MFCC statics (the latter two were shown in Figure

6.2), are shown in figure 9.1.

The results show that the conventional HMM system using both MFCC

statics and deltas (the black curve) outperformed the segmental HMM sys-

tem (the red curve). We believe that this is due to the advantage of the

conventional HMM system that it has more parameters than the segmental

HMM system does. But then the question arises of whether the better per-

formance of the SHMM system, compared to the HMM system which has

only MFCC statics, is due to the advantage that it also has more parameters

than the HMM system. We then did some analysis on the different number
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Figure 9.1: Results of the HMM and SHMM systems on YOHO.
blue curve: conventional HMM using 13 MFCCs

red curve: Segmental HMM using 13 MFCCs

black curve: conventional HMM using 13 MFCCs plus 13 deltas
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of parameters between the HMM and SHMM systems.

9.2 Analysis on the number of parameters

In a conventional HMM system, the parameters involved in each state of

the model are means of the extracted feature vectors (MFCC statics in our

case),and the time derivatives of the feature vectors (the delta parameters, or

sometimes the delta and acceleration parameters), the variances of the above

parameters, the transition probabilities and a duration parameter which can

be derived using the self transition probabilities of each state. If there are

more than one stream or more than one Gaussian mixture component in a

state, then there are separate means and variances for each component, and

the weights of the streams or components are involved too.

In a segmental HMM system however, the parameters involved in each

segment of the model are the parameters of the trajectories. These parame-

ters are the midpoints, the slopes and the duration probabilities of the tra-

jectories. As in an HMM system, there are also the transition probabilities

between states. However, because the SHMM system has a duration pdf,

there is normally no self transitions of the states, except for in the silence

model.

So, in a conventional HMM system with only MFCC static parameters

and single component Gaussian states, there are 13 MFCCs and 13 variances,

plus the transition probabilities per state. In the corresponding conventional

HMM system with MFCC statics and deltas, there are 13 MFCCs, 13 deltas

and 26 variances, plus the transition probabilities. In a segmental HMM
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Table 9.1: Number of parameters in HMM and SHMM systems
number of pa-
rameters

HMMs (static
MFCCs only)

HMMs (static +
delta MFCCs)

SHMMs

means (per state
per GMM com-
ponent)

13 26 26

variances (per
state per GMM
component)

13 26 13

transition prob-
abilities (per
model)

9 9 6

duration prob-
abilities (per
state)

0 0 15

total parameters
(per model, as-
suming 3 states
per model)

26*3+9=87 52*3+9=165 39*3+6+15*3
=168

total non-
duration pa-
rameters (per
model)

87 165 123

system, there are 13 midpoints, 13 slopes and 13 variances, plus the transi-

tion probabilities and the duration probabilities. The numbers of different

parameters of these three systems are compared in Table 9.1. As there are

same numbers of states in all three systems, we are comparing the number

of parameters in each state.

The other parameters of these systems which include the transition proba-

bilities and the duration probabilities are also compared in Table 9.1. In a

conventional HMM system which has 3 emitting states connected in a left-to-

right manner, there are 9 parameters including 3 self transition probabilities.
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The self transition probabilities defines the geometric duration probabilities

of each state. In a SHMM system with also 3 left-to-right emitting states

there are only 6 transition parameters. In a SHMM system there are also the

duration probabilities how many of which are decided by the maximum dura-

tion set in the system. For the YOHO SHMM system the maximum duration

is 15 so there are 15 duration probabilities in the system. In a conventional

HMM system there is no separate duration parameter. The geometric dura-

tion probabilities can be calculated using the transition probabilities.

Table 9.1 does not distinguish between different types of parameters, sim-

ply giving an overall total. However, it is well known that all parameters are

not equal. For example, variance parameters require more training materials

than the corresponding mean parameters. In the past, this has motivated

approaches such as “grand variance”, where all PDFs share the same vari-

ance (Russell and Ponting 1990) or “tied variance” where sets of PDFs share

the same variance (Young 1992). In early work of HMMs it was also noted

that the state transition probabilities contribute less to recognition (Juang

and Rabiner 1991), and the same is true of duration parameters in general

(Juang and Rabiner 1991). As in the SHMM system the number of duration

parameters is outstanding compared to the HMM systems, the last row of

Table 9.1 also gives a total non-duration parameters. In summary, the sim-

ple totals in table 9.1 do not tell the whole story. In the next section we

look at varying the numbers of some of these parameters, and the effects on

accuracy.
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9.2.1 Experiments to reduce the number of parame-

ters of the SHMM system

We can not build an SHMM system which has exactly the same number of

parameters as the HMM system with static and delta MFCCs. We can not

build an HMM system which has exactly the same number of parameters as

the SHMM system either. So we try to reduce the parameters in our SHMM

system to make it comparable to the HMM system with only static MFCCs.

As the slopes are the extra parameters of our SHMM system compared to the

HMM system, the slopes can be set to zero to make the two systems more

equivalent. The number of duration parameters of the SHMM system is also

more than the number of duration parameters of the HMM system. There

are 15 duration parameters in the SHMM system, while in the HMM system

the duration has a geometric pdf with a single parameter. To make the

two systems have closer to the same number of parameters, we need to use

the same duration pdf for both systems. Hence we adjusted the parameter

settings in the SHMM system and built five SHMM systems as following:

� System A: zero trajectory slopes and geometric duration pdfs

� System B: zero trajectory slopes and uniform duration pdfs

� System C: non-zero trajectory slopes and geometric duration pdfs

� System D: non-zero trajectory slopes and uniform duration pdfs

� System E: non-zero trajectory slopes and 15 duration probability pa-

rameters
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In Systems A,B,C and D the duration probabilities of each state are

calculated using the self transition probabilities from their counterpart states

in the HMM system. In Systems A and B the trajectory slopes are set to

zero so that the two systems have exactly the same number of parameters

as the conventional HMM system with only static MFCCs. System A has

a geometrically distributed duration pdf, the same as in the HMM system.

Thus the only difference between System A and the HMM system (with only

static MFCCs) is that there is a maximum duration limit which is set to 15 in

the SHMM system, while in the HMM system there is no such limit. System

A is to be compared directly with the HMM system with only static MFCCs.

System B has a uniformly distributed duration pdf. This is to see whether

the details of different duration pdfs affect the system performances. System

C and D both have non-zero trajectory slopes, and they have a geometric

and uniform duration pdfs respectively. System E is a standard segmental

HMM system, with non-zero trajectory slopes and non-parametric duration

probabilities calculated from the training data. The number of parameters

in these five systems are given in Table 9.2.

The results of the five systems and the static-only HMM system are shown

in figure 9.2. As we can see from the results, both System A and B achieve

slightly worse SV results than the conventional HMM system with static-

only MFCCs. The maximum duration setting (15 frames) in system A may

have limited the model from accommodating longer segments which may

have appeared in the data, and lead to a poorer performance. The setting 15

came from experiments on TIMIT (Jackson and Russell 2002), which showed

that it is a reasonable number for ASR and SV experiments on TIMIT. But
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Table 9.2: Number of parameters in HMM and SHMM systems
number of pa-
rameters

System
A

System
B

System
C

System
D

System
E

means (per state
per GMM com-
ponent)

13 13 26 26 26

variances (per
state per GMM
component)

13 13 13 13 13

transition prob-
abilities (per
model)

6 6 6 6 6

duration prob-
abilities (per
state)

1 1 1 1 15

total parameters
(per model, as-
suming 3 states
per model)

26*3+6
+1=85

26*3+6
+1=85

39*3+6
+1=124

39*3+6
+1=124

39*3+6
+15*3
=168

total non-
duration pa-
rameters (per
model)

84 84 123 123 123

it may be not big enough for YOHO.

The DET curves of System A and B are almost identical. So are the DET

curves of System C and D. The results suggest that the difference between

the geometric or uniform duration pdf doesn’t make a difference to the SV

performance. This could be because that the duration pdfs can be easily

swamped by the Gaussian pdfs of the model. In other words, the difference

between duration probabilities for different segment lengths will be dwarfed

by differences between the “acoustic segment” probabilities. System E, dif-

ferent from System C and D, uses a non-parametric duration model. There
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Figure 9.2: TD-SV results.
blue dotted curve: HMM system with MFCCs and no deltas

black curve: System A (SHMM system with zero trajectory slopes and geometric duration pdfs)

magenta curve: System B (SHMM system with zero trajectory slopes and uniform duration pdfs)

green curve: System C (SHMM system with non-zero trajectory slopes and geometric duration pdfs)

yellow curve: System D (SHMM system with non-zero trajectory slopes and uniform duration pdfs)

red dotted curve: System E (SHMM system with non-zero trajectory slopes and 15 duration parameters)
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are zero or very small duration probabilities which cannot be left out during

the probability calculation. The issue is that in System C and D the dif-

ferences between different duration probabilities are small (zero is the case

of System E), but for System E these differences can be arbitrary, and the

better performance indicates that they can actually influence the result. All

three systems are confined by the same maximum duration setting. The

maximum duration setting can stop the segmental model from having long

segments and hence affect the SV performance. For YOHO we have not

tested the SHMM system to get an optimal maximum duration setting be-

cause increasing the maximum duration setting involves larger computational

load and longer system running cycle (see 7.3 about the computational load).

9.2.2 Different ways of using parameters between the

systems

Referring to Figure 5.1, the SHMM system assigns a high probability to

data if it lies inside a “tube”, whose width is determined by the variance

parameter, centred on the trajectory. There is no constraint on the “local”

slope values within this tube (as illustrated in Figure 5.1). By contrast, in a

conventional HMM with static and dynamic parameters, the local dynamics

must match the state slope throughout a segment if a large probability is to

be achieved.

Based on the above results, the performance of a system can not be

simply judged by the different number of parameters. The HMM and SHMM

systems are two totally different systems and each has its own ways of using
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their parameters. We can not make an HMM system have the same number of

parameters as the SHMM system with non-zero slopes. Which 13 parameters

should we choose to add to each state of the HMM system? The above results

show a comparison between a deteriorated SHMM system and the HMM

system with only static MFCCs, in which the HMM system outperform the

deteriorated SHMM system. The different duration pdfs of the two systems,

the maximum duration set in the SHMM systems, and maybe other unknown

factors could all affect the SV performances.

The application of the SHMM system on SV is to see whether it can catch

speech dynamics and use the dynamic information to improve SV perfor-

mance. Some analysis are carried out in the following sections to investigate

this issue.

9.3 Analysis of SHMM slopes in TD-SV sys-

tem

To see whether the SHMM trajectories represent speech dynamics, firstly,

we examined the SHMM slope parameters. The statistics of UBM slopes

show that the YOHO SHMM slopes are more diverse than the Switchboard

system. Figure 9.3 compares the distribution of the trajectory slope values

in the cases where the ‘background’ model is a ‘segmental GMM’ (used for

TI-SV on Switchboard), phone-level SHMM (used for TD-SV on YOHO),

and the distribution of the delta values in a conventional ‘background’ GMM

(again used for TI-SV on Switchboard).
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Figure 9.3: Distribution of deltas and segment slopes of three systems.
violet curve: AFRL GMM deltas for TI-SV on Switchboard

black curve: Segmental GMM segment slopes for TI-SV on Switchboard

orange curve: SHMM segment slopes for TD-SV on YOHO

The figure illustrates that the slope values for the two TI-SV models are

concentrated around zero, while a larger proportion of the slope values in the

TD-SV models are significantly non-zero. These bigger slope values indicate

a greater emphasis on modelling speech dynamics. The YOHO phone-SHMM

slopes are most diverse of the three. Less than 9% of the segment slopes are

distributed in the range around zero. Compared to the other two systems,

the YOHO SHMMs manage to model more dynamic information.

The comparison between the slope/delta values of these three systems

should ideally be performed on the SDMs. However we do not have the

SDMs of the AFRL GMM system. And there is also the issue that the

speakers in the YOHO and Switchboard systems are different. If we want

to compare them we have to take an average of the slope/delta values of

all the SDMs and that will perhaps be very close to the slope/deltas of the

UBMs. Nevertheless, we know that in these three systems the SDMs are
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all adapted from the UBMs using MAP adaptation and a sparse amount of

data. Many parameters of the SDMs after adaptation will remain the same

as those of the UBMs due to not having enough training materials. Thus the

slope/delta distributions of the SDMs should not be far away from the ones

of the UBMs. Figure 9.4 shows the segment slope distributions of both the

UBM and the SDM of speaker 101 in the YOHO TD-SV system. The SDM

of speaker 101 has slightly bigger slope values than the UBM. But the slope

distribution curve of the SDM is still very close to the slope distribution

curve of the UBM. The slope/delta distributions in Figure 9.3 gives us a

clear comparison of the amount of dynamic information captured between

the three systems. The YOHO SHMMs model more speech dynamics than

the other two systems.

Figure 9.4: Distribution of segment slopes of the YOHO TD-SV system.
green curve: SHMM segment slopes of speaker 101’s SDM

orange curve: SHMM segment slopes of the UBM
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9.4 Relationships between the SHMM tra-

jectory slopes and the SV scores

Do these dynamic regions that the YOHO SHMMs model contribute to

speaker-verification accuracy? Experiments were conducted to find out if

there is any relationship between the contribution to the YOHO speaker ver-

ification score due to a segment and the SHMM trajectory slopes for that

segment. By measuring the likelihood ratio p(Y jSDM)/p(Y jUBM) for in-

dividual segment Ytn =
[
ytn−1+1, ytn−1+2, ..., ytn

]
of a speech signal, we could

find out the relative contributions of static and dynamic segments to the

speaker-verification decision.

For a test utterance Y =
[
yt1t0+1, y

t2
t1+1, ..., y

tN
tN−1+1

]
, the speaker verification

score is computed by

L(Y ) =

∏N
n=0 P (y

tn+1

tn+1jsn, SDM)∏N
n=0 P (y

tn+1

tn+1jsn, UBM)
, (9.1)

where sn is the nth segment, N is the number of segments in the segment

sequence which have generated the observations. Because the same state

(segment) sequence was used for the UBM and the SDM, Equation 9.1 be-

comes

L(Y ) =
N∏
n=0

P (y
tn+1

tn+1jsn, SDM)

P (y
tn+1

tn+1jsn, UBM)
. (9.2)

Hence the term

P (y
tn+1

tn+1jsn, SDM)

P (y
tn+1

tn+1jsn, UBM)

is a measure of the contribution of state sn to the speaker verification score.
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Linking the segment level score with the UBM segment slopes can show any

relationship between the contribution of state sn and the dynamic informa-

tion exploited in this state.

The segment-level scores were extracted and compared with the UBM

segmental trajectory slopes (Figure 9.5). The scores are the average scores

for each segment over all test samples of this segment. In total 127 context-

sensitive triphone SHMM states (from 43 triphone models) were used in the

YOHO TD-SV system. All SDM scores have been normalized by the UBM

scores in the logarithmic domain and normalized by segment durations. The

sum of all 13 MFCC slopes (absolute values) in each segment was calculated

to show the “non-stationarity” of each segment. The bigger the true speaker

scores or the smaller the impostor scores, the better the contribution of the

segment to speaker verification.

A baseline system was also built for a reference (Figure 9.6). In the

baseline system all the triphone models were trained exactly the same way

except that the slopes in the models were set to zero and not reestimated

during training. Verification tests were also performed on these models and

the normalized segment-level scores were extracted. Although in this baseline

system all the segments have a zero slope, to make a clear comparison with

the system with non-zero slopes, Figure 9.6 uses the same slope distribution

of UBM segments as in Figure 9.5 to locate the speaker verification scores.

Inspection of Figure 9.6 suggests that in the baseline system the distri-

bution of the true speaker scores and the impostor scores largely overlaps.

Compared to Figure 9.6, in Figure 9.5 the true speaker scores and the im-

postor scores are more separately distributed. For the system with nonzero-
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Figure 9.5: Relationship between SHMM segment slopes and TD-SV scores.
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Figure 9.6: Relationship between the zero-slope SHMM segments and TD-
SV scores. Uses the slope distribution of SHMMs with non-zero slopes for
comparison.
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slope segments, as the segment slope increases, the segment-level true speaker

scores vary little around zero. When compared to the zero-slope models, the

nonzero-slope models enhance the true speaker scores significantly especially

in the slope range from five to fifteen. Also as the segment slope increases

the nonzero-slope models make the impostor scores dramatically worse.

An interesting discover in comparing Figure 9.5 and Figure 9.6 is that

both systems have a similar score distribution on the slope scales. For ex-

ample, it seems that both system produce small impostor scores in the slope

range between 5 and 15. Considering that both systems start with the same

initial parameter values before being trained with different slope setting, this

shows strong connection between the corresponding mixture components in

the zero-slope and nonzero-slope systems.

Figure 9.7 shows clearly the comparison of both systems. Instead of

showing all the scores for each segment, the average scores of all segments

from each slope range, (0, 5], (5, 10], ...(35, 40], are calculated. The trajectory

slope SHMMs were represented as the solid line. The zero-slope SHMMs

were represented as the dashed line. The number of segments in each slope

range was also displayed.

The analysis shows that the nonzero-slope segments have bigger true

speaker scores and smaller impostor scores. The increases of true speaker

scores are most significant in the slope range from five to twenty and the

decreases of impostor scores are most significant in the slope range from zero

to fifteen. Both areas contain most of the segments. If we choose the in-

tersection of the two areas, which is between five and fifteen, divide it by

thirteen, which is the dimension of the MFCCs, it gives us an average slope
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Figure 9.7: Comparison between the TD-SV scores of the nonzero and zero
-slope segments (solid line - trajectory slope SHMMs; dashed line - zero slope
SHMMs).
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for each of the MFCCs, which is between 0.38 and 1.15. This MFCC slope

range is very important for speaker verification according to the analysis,

as a big percentage of the segments falls in this range, and these segments

contribute more to speaker verification accuracy.

If we have a look at figure 9.3 again, which is modified and shown as figure

9.8, we can see that in the AFRL system and our segmental GMM system

most deltas or trajectory slopes have an absolute value which is smaller than

0.38. If some of the states or segments in these systems can be used to model

the important dynamics which is in the range of [0.38, 1.15], it is hopeful that

the speaker verification performance can be improved.

Figure 9.8: Distribution of deltas and segment slopes of three systems.
violet curve: AFRL GMM deltas for TI-SV on Switchboard

black curve: Segmental GMM segment slopes for TI-SV on Switchboard

orange curve: SHMM segment slopes for TD-SV on YOHO

red solid lines: where the slope values are -0.38 and 0.38
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Table 9.3: Systems and databases

Clean Data Noisy Data
HMM YOHO unpractical
GMM YOHO Switchboard

9.5 GMM experiments on YOHO

HMMs were used for YOHO, a database which only has low level office

noise, while GMMs were used for Switchboard, a database which contains

much higher level noise and distortion (see 2.3). Direct comparison between

the two systems is difficult due to the fact that the two databases are so

different. To get a fair comparison, either a GMM system should be built

on YOHO, or an HMM system can be built on Switchboard (see Table 9.3).

Due to the huge computation load, the running time for the experiments

on Switchboard is sufficiently long that it is unpractical to build an HMM

system on Switchboard and try different system settings. Instead a GMM

system was built on YOHO, so that the GMM system and the HMM system

on YOHO can be compared directly.

To build a text-independent SV system on YOHO using GMMs, the

YOHO data were treated as data without transcriptions. As in the conven-

tional HMM experiments, 13 MFCCs plus 13 deltas were extracted. Exactly

the same as in the HMM experiments, firstly a UBM was constructed using

the material of 20 randomly chosen speakers. Then 118 SDMs were trained

each using their own training material. GMM systems with different num-

bers of components were built and tested on the YOHO test material. The
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results of the GMM systems are shown in figure 9.9.

Figure 9.9: Results of the GMM TI-SV systems with different number of
components.

The results show that the best performances are of the GMM systems with

128 and 512 mixture components. It seems that for the YOHO database, any-

thing more than 128 components are not necessary as there are not enough

data to make a model with a large number of components well trained. The

system with 256 components even gives a performance worse than the system

with 128 components. According to the number of parameters, the GMM

system with 128 mixture components is the closest to our segmental HMM

system. In the conventional HMM system and the segmental HMM system,

there are 46 physical triphones, which have 136 states. The comparison be-

tween the GMM system with 128 components, the segmental HMM system,
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and the two conventional HMM systems is shown in figure 9.10.

Figure 9.10: Result of the GMM TI-SV system on YOHO.
blue curve: conventional HMM using 13 MFCCs

green curve: GMM using 128 mixture components

red curve: Segmental HMM using 13 MFCCs

black curve: conventional HMM using 13 MFCCs plus 13 deltas

The results show that the GMM system (the green curve) performs sim-

ilarly to the segmental HMM system (the red curve). The performances of

both systems are worse than the HMM system using both MFCC statics and

deltas (the black curve). It is worth noticing that the GMM system with 128

components has similar number of parameters as the segmental HMM sys-

tem and the HMM system using both static and delta MFCCs (Table 9.4).

However, the GMM system and the SHMM system do not seem to perform
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Table 9.4: Number of parameters in HMM, SHMM and GMM systems
number of pa-
rameters

HMMs
(static
MFCCs
only)

HMMs
(static
+ delta
MFCCs)

SHMMs GMMs
(128
mixture
compo-
nents)

means (per state
per GMM com-
ponent)

13 26 26 26

variances (per
state per GMM
component)

13 26 13 26

transition prob-
abilities (per
model)

9 9 6 257

duration prob-
abilities (per
state)

0 0 15 0

total parameters
(of all models)

(26*3+9)
*46 =4002

(52*3+9)
*46 =7590

(39*3+6
+15*3)*46
=7728

52*128+257
=6913

as good as the HMM system, which again confirms that the performances of

different systems can not be simply judged by the number of parameters in

these systems.

I then had a look at the slope/delta distributions of the three sys-

tems. The comparison of their slope/delta distributions are shown in fig-

ure 9.11. The AFRL GMM system and the segmental HMM system, both

of which were trained on Switchboard are also shown. As we can see from

the graph, the distributions of the three systems on YOHO are very simi-

lar. This demonstrated that the dynamics in YOHO can be modeled using

both HMMs/SHMMs for TD-SV and GMMs for TI-SV. In TD-SV, obviously
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building models of labeled triphones helps the system exploit dynamic infor-

mation. In TI-SV, the GMM system was very well trained on YOHO, due

to the fact that YOHO has a very limited vocabulary (18 words) and is high

quality data. When there are enough states to model the data, it seems that

the dynamics can be captured accurately.

Figure 9.11: Delta/Slope distributions of the systems on YOHO.
magenta curve: AFRL GMM system on Switchboard

black curve: segmental HMM system on Switchboard

blue curve: GMM using 128 mixture components on YOHO

orange curve: Segmental HMM using 13 MFCCs on YOHO

green curve: conventional HMM using 13 MFCCs plus 13 deltas on YOHO

The delta distributions of the GMM systems with different number of

mixture components are shown in figure 9.12. For a more clear view, the

cumulative delta distributions are shown in figure 9.12. It is evident from

the graph that as the number of mixture components increases, a larger

percentage of deltas is used to model dynamics. This echoes the analysis of

the segmental GMMs in 8.2, which again suggests that the priority of the

maximum likelihood algorithm is to focus on the stationary region, but when
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there are enough states in the system they start to model speech dynamics.

Figure 9.12: Cumulative delta distributions of the GMM systems on YOHO.

So, we have shown that for a GMM system, if there are enough mix-

ture components then dynamics will be modeled. For YOHO, because it is

simple, “enough” might be quite small, but for the additional complexity of

Switchboard, many more components appear to be needed before modeling

of dynamics begins. However, for a complicated database such as Switch-

board which has a large vocabulary and noisy data, choosing the number of

states for the system is not the more the better. The number of parameters

we choose needs to depend on how much training data we have and using

the available training materials how many of these parameters could be well

trained.
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9.6 Summary

An HMM system with both MFCCs and deltas was built to be compared with

the SHMM system and to help investigate the issue of different number of

parameters in both systems. We concluded that the performance of a system

can not be simply judged by the different number of parameters. The HMM

and SHMM systems are two totally different systems and each has its own

ways of using their parameters.

The statistics of the phone-level SHMM slopes in the YOHO TD-SV

system demonstrate that the YOHO models manage to contain dynamic

information. Compared to the GMMs and segmental GMMs trained on

Switchboard, phone-level segmental HMMs trained on YOHO have much

bigger slope values.

Investigation of the relationship between the SHMM trajectory slopes and

the SV scores unveils that most of the segments in the nonzero-slope models

produce bigger segment-level true speaker scores and smaller segment-level

impostor scores, and hence contribute to increasing the speaker verification

performance. Thus, the SHMMs in a TD-SV system do contain speech dy-

namic information and from our analysis these dynamic regions do contribute

to speaker verification accuracy. We have also demonstrated that the dy-

namics in the range of [0.38, 1.15] are very important to speaker verification.

From the analysis we can see that a large group of the segments are in this

slope range, and these segments contribute significantly more to the speaker

verification accuracy.

In TI-SV on Switchboard, however, we haven’t seen the segmental GMM
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exploiting much dynamic information. Neither have we seen any improve-

ment of performance by using the segmental GMM. These results all suggest

that the role of the differential parameters in unsupervised TI-SV is to give

priority to the static regions, rather than to model dynamic regions.

A GMM TI-SV system was built on YOHO. In this case the GMM system

manages to model the dynamics. We know that YOHO has a very limited

vocabulary. Each word of the YOHO vocabulary has a sufficient number

of high quality training samples. This helps the SV systems to accurately

model the dynamics, provided that there is enough states to model the data.

Switchboard, on the contrary, has a large vocabulary and quite noisy data.

The complications of the Switchboard data, together with the priority of

the ML training to model the static regions, make it a more difficult task to

model the speech dynamics. The next chapter presents a more detailed study

of this phenomenon using GMMs for TI-SV on the Switchboard corpus.
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CHAPTER 10

TI-SV using Conventional GMMs

The majority of current GMM systems incorporate first-order derivative fea-

tures, most often applied to a basic feature set of MFCCs and an energy

feature, and many also include second-order derivatives. Most of the bene-

fit from derivative features, as commonly believed, is due to their ability to

capture dynamic information. These derivative features also have the useful

property that they are not affected by any constant or slowly changing dis-

turbances to the signal, which are additive in the feature domain, such as

linear filtering in microphone pre-amplifiers and on telephone channels.

Our analyses of segmental GMM-based and conventional GMM-based

TI-SV systems has shown that the delta parameters are useful not because

they explicitly model dynamics but because they only give high probabilities

to vectors which are close to the state mean and in stationary regions. Be-

cause all the ML training is concerned about is maximizing the probability,

other factors are not considered during training. Of course, things might be

different if the training scheme are some sort of discriminative training.
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To investigate more thoroughly how traditional GMM systems handle

dynamics and how ML training deals with ‘delta’ parameters in a GMM

system, we built conventional GMM TI-SV systems each of which contain

different feature sets. Previous research (Soong and Rosenberg 1988; Liu,

He, and Palm 1996)1 has concluded that using MFCC ‘delta’ parameters

alone (i.e. no static parameters) in TI-SV leads to much poorer performance

compared with either using static parameters alone or static plus ‘delta’

parameters. As our analyses are based on the Switchboard data, we want

to see how the systems handle the delta parameters if we train our systems

on these data. We build three traditional GMM systems using different

parameter sets: sys 19 (19 static parameters (MFC 0 to MFC 18)), sys 19d

(19 ‘deltas’ (∆ MFC 0 to ∆ MFC 18)), and sys 38sd (19 statics and their

corresponding ‘deltas’). We use the same Switchboard material that was

used in our segmental GMM system (NIST SRE 2002 and NIST SRE 2003

data) to train and test these systems.

10.1 Experimental Methods

The experiments used HTK to build the UBM and SDM and to do the

verifications. After the front-end processing the mel-frequency cepstral co-

efficients (MFCCs) were extracted. We applied Cepstral Mean Subtraction

(CMS) over each speech utterance to remove possible convolutional noise due

to channel effects. A simple energy-based speech-noise detector was used to

judge which parts of the speech are noise and which are speech. Only when

1Soong and Rosenberg’s work used a 10-speaker (5 male and 5 female), isolated digit
databese. Liu, He, and Palm’s study used the TIMIT corpus.
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the energy of a state is higher than a pre-set signal/noise threshold the state

is kept as speech, otherwise it is discarded as a silence-noise frame to remove

irrelevant information. The signal/noise threshold was set to a conservative

-6 (MFCC energy value) at this stage.

Three traditional GMM systems were built, one for each of the param-

eterizations: sys 19, sys 19d, and sys 38sd, . The background models were

trained using the NIST 2002 SID one-speaker training material. Each UBM

was initialized with a single mixture component with a global mean and vari-

ance. The model components were then repeatedly split (one to two, two to

four, and so on) and reestimated until each of the GMMs contained 512 Gaus-

sian mixture components. To avoid the occurrence of singularities with very

small variances after iterative training, a variance floor is preset so that the

variance is always larger than or equal to the given floor. When we increased

the number of Gaussian mixture components to 1024, after re-estimation

many components hit the minimum variance (i.e. diagonal element of the

covariance matrix) limit which was set to 0.001 in HERest training tool. We

concluded that 512 was the maximum number of components that could be

well trained using the NIST SRE 2002 training set.

The Speaker Models were obtained from the background model by MAP

adaptation (Lee et al. 1991) using the one-speaker data (207 females and

149 males) from the 2003 NIST SRE training set. During MAP adaptation,

as the training data is comparatively sparse, for each component only the

model means were re-estimated, according to Equation (10.1):

µ̄ = r � µS + (1� r) � µW , (10.1)
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where µ̄ is the new (MAP adapted) value of the mean, µS is the mean of the

speaker adaptation data, µW is the mean from the UBM, and r = n/(n+R),

where n is the number of occurrences of the current component as the best

scoring mixture component. The parameter R determines how many feature

vectors from the adaptation set must be assigned to a mixture component for

the adaptation data and the prior to contribute equally to µ̄, and is typically

chosen empirically. Following Reynolds’ work (Reynolds et al. 2000), R was

set to 16. Only one iteration of MAP adaptation on the model means were

used for each of the speaker models.

The models were tested on half of the 2003 NIST SRE test set. The chosen

subset of test data were exactly the same as those used in our segmental GMM

system. According to the NIST 2003 Speaker Recognition Evaluation Plan,

each test utterance was tested against the background model and 11 speaker

models. Each speaker model score is normalized using the background model

score on the same utterance.

We used T-norm (Auckenthaler et al. 2000) for score distribution scal-

ing. During testing a set of example impostor models was used to calculate

impostor log-likelihood scores for each test utterance, and from these scores

a mean and variance were estimated. As we don’t know which speaker is

the true speaker and which is an impostor, by including 50 speakers in the

cohort the mean and variance of the impostor cohort can be reliable (Aucken-

thaler et al. 2000). The true speaker, if included in the cohort which has 49

impostors, will not have a big effect on the mean and variance of the impos-

tor cohort. Auckenthaler’s work also concluded that a cohort size above 50

speakers leads to no significant improvement in speaker verification perfor-
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mance. The 50 speakers from the impostor cohort were tested against each

test utterance. The 50 impostor log-likelihood scores were treated as from a

normal distribution and a mean and a standard deviation of the distribution

were calculated. All verification scores for each utterance were normalized

by subtracting this ‘impostor mean’ and dividing by the ‘impostor variance’.

10.2 Experiment Results

The Speaker Verification performances of the three GMM systems are shown

as DET curves in figure 10.1. Surprisingly the best result is achieved by

the ‘delta-only’ system (sys 19d), with an EER between 9% and 10%. The

static-only system, (sys 19s), achieves an EER of approximately 15%, and the

system which employs both static and delta parameters has a performance

better than the static-only system but worse than the delta-only system, with

an EER around 12%. This pattern is clearly different from other published

results, which typically show that the ‘statics-plus-deltas’ system works bet-

ter than the ‘static-only’ system, and that both systems work better than

the ‘delta-only’ system. We tried many different system settings, but the

ranking of the results remained the same. The ‘delta-only’ system always

gave the best performance. It’s significant that the systems which perform

poorly based on ‘delta-only’ parameter set are typically dealing with clean

data (Soong and Rosenberg 1988; Liu, He, and Palm 1996).

A remaining difference between our system and others which perform well

for TI-SV on Switchboard and achieve best results using ‘statics-plus-deltas’

parameters, is that our system does not include any provision for noise ro-
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Figure 10.1: TI-SV results using GMMs.
red curve: static-only system with T-norm

black curve: static-plus-delta system with T-norm

green curve: delta-only system with T-norm
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bustness other than CMS. Other systems use different techniques for noise

robustness, for example, the voice activation detector (Appiah, Sasikath,

Makrickaite, and Gusaite 2005), RASTA filtering (Hermansky and Morgan

1994), feature warping (Pelecanos and Sridharan 2001), handset score nor-

malization (Reynolds et al. 2000), Biologically-Inspired Auditory Features

(National Institute of Standards and Technology 2003), and so on. This led

us to speculate that the superior performance of our ‘delta-only’ system was

due to the robustness of the ‘delta’ parameters to noise which is obviously

important for Switchboard. We then added RASTA filtering technique into

the GMM systems.

10.3 RASTA filtering

One of the most popular approaches to noise robustness is RASTA filtering

(Hermansky and Morgan 1994). RASTA filtering is motivated by the obser-

vation that human hearing is relatively insensitive to a slow change in the

frequency characteristics of the communication environment and thus steady

background noise does not severely impair human perception of speech.

RASTA filtering uses a spectral estimate in which the time varying signal in

each frequency channel is band-pass filtered in time. Hence RASTA filter-

ing suppresses components of the time-varying signal in each channel which

change either too quickly or too slowly.

A typical implementation of RASTA filtering begins with the transforma-

tion of the speech signal into a regular sequence of short-term critical-band log

spectra. Next, for each spectral channel the temporal derivative is calculated
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using a regression line through five consecutive time values. The sequence

of spectra is then recomputed by integrating these derivatives through time

in each spectral channel. This whole process is equivalent to first-order IIR

filtering of each frequency channel time series.

RASTA should help the system deal with noises in the Switchboard data,

as recordings in Switchboard are of telephone conversation speech distorted

by the telephone-communication channel, slowly changing background noises

and other noises.

It is common practice to apply RASTA filtering to the sequence of MFCC

vectors, rather than log spectral vectors, and this was done in the current

experiments (Hermansky and Morgan 1994; Milner 2002; Burget et al. 2007).

The new static features, which were estimated using these dynamic features,

will be less sensitive to both very slow variations and very fast frame-to-frame

variations in the short-term cepstrum.

10.3.1 Experiment results

The results using RASTA filtering are shown in figure 10.2. This system in

these experiments used CMS and variance normalization over each 3 second

speech segment, an energy-based speech-noise detector and T-norm. The

energy component, MFC 0, was discarded as a form of energy normaliza-

tion. In this experiment the speech-noise detector had a threshold value of

16 (MFCC energy value) and discarded about 7% silence/noise data. After

RASTA filtering, the new MFCC static features are different from the orig-

inal features, as they were reconstructed using the delta features. Because
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the “static” parameters are a function of the delta parameters only, it is cor-

rect to think of these “static” parameters, after RASTA filtering, are delta

parameters. But for convenience of use I still call them “static” features.

The results show a substantial improvement in the performance of the

‘static-only’ system, sys 19, with a new EER of 10%. The performance of

the ‘delta-only’ system is slightly worse, having an EER just above 10%. The

‘statics-plus-deltas’ system, sys 38sd, now gives the best performance, with

an EER around 8%.

Figure 10.2: TI-SV results using GMMs.
red curve: static-only system with T-norm, and RASTA

black curve: static-plus-delta system with T-norm, and RASTA

green curve: delta-only system with T-norm, and RASTA

The shift of system performances, and the significant improvement in the

speaker verification performance of the static-only system and the statics-
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plus-deltas system, supports the hypothesis that the superior performance of

the ‘delta-only’ system prior to RASTA filtering could be due to the noise-

robustness of the deltas.

An interesting question is whether the deltas in the delta-only system and

the statics-plus-delta system (with RASTA applied to them) contain dynamic

information. In the process of RASTA filtering, the use of the delta features

to re-construct the static features has a smoothing effect over the feature

vectors. The components of the signal in each channel which change too

quickly or too slowly will be restrained by the filtering. However, calculated

over several consecutive frames (50ms in this case), the delta parameters

should be able to capture some dynamic information within the 50ms range,

after discarding unwanted fluctuation. We did some analysis to compare

these deltas with our previous segmental model trajectories.

10.3.2 Further analysis of the ‘delta’ parameters

We calculated the cumulative distribution of the delta parameters in the

background models of the delta-only system and the statics-plus-deltas sys-

tem, with RASTA filtering applied to them. We also calculated the cumula-

tive distribution of the delta values in the three systems from Figure 9.3 (the

segmental GMM used for TI-SV on Switchboard, the phone-level SHMM

used for TD-SV on YOHO, and the AFRL conventional GMM used for TI-

SV on Switchboard). Figure 10.3(a) shows the cumulative distributions of

the absolute delta values for the five systems. The red line and the yellow line

indicate where the cumulative slope are 0.38 and 1.15 respectively. Figure
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10.3(b) zooms in to show the probability of the delta value up to 0.1.

From the figures we can see that the distribution of the slopes/deltas

are similar for the AFRL GMM system (curve A) and for our segmental

GMM system (curve B). Both systems don’t seem to model much dynamics.

Compared to the AFRL GMM system and our segmental GMM system, the

delta parameters in the conventional GMM systems we built (with RASTA

applied to them) managed to capture more dynamic information. The UBM

of the delta-only system (curve D) has bigger delta values than the UBM

of the statics-plus-deltas system (curve C), although they started with the

same initial deltas before training. It could be because that the delta-only

system has half of the vector dimension than the statics-plus-deltas system,

which leads to a wider range of distribution as there are less constraint during

training from all other channels. Some experiments of fusing the two systems

are presented in Chapter 11. The segment trajectory slopes of the SHMMs

on YOHO (curve E) have much bigger values compared to the other four

systems. The slopes are more diversely distributed and a greater percentage

of slopes were to model the speech dynamics.
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a. Delta/slope S in the range [0, 2.5])
The cumulative slope is 0.38 at the red line and 1.15 at the yellow line.

b. Delta/slope S in the range [0, 0.1]

Figure 10.3: Comparison of delta/slope distribution(the delta-only and static-
plus delta systems are after RASTA).

Roughly 35% of the YOHO segments are distributed in the slope range

of [0.38, 1.15]. As analyzed in Chapter 9, these segments contributed sub-

staintially more to the speaker verification performance. Nearly 30% of the

deltas in the delta-only GMM system and nearly 25% of the deltas in the

static-plus-delta system are in the range of [0.38, 1.15]. This shows that apart
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from being noise robust, the deltas in both GMM systems are modelling some

important speech dynamics. As RASTA filtering has been applied to the two

systems, it suggests that the unsupervised training on clean data is able to

model some dynamics.

Less than 10% of segment slopes in the segmental GMM system and less

than 5% of deltas in the AFRL GMM system are distributed in this range.

For our segmental GMM system, future experiments using RASTA filtering

should help improve the SV performance by removing unwanted noise and

hopefully by modelling some of the important speech dynamics. For the

AFRL GMM system, it is difficult to comment as we don’t know exactly

what the system settings are. However, although the AFRL GMM system

works very well, if it can be trained to have more non-zero deltas especially

the deltas which are in the range of [0.38, 1.15], it is very possible that its

performance could be further improved.

The role of the delta features appears to be different for different sys-

tems. In figure 10.3(b) we can see that although the static-plus-delta system

contains more non-zero deltas than the AFRL GMM and segmental GMM

systems, around 15% of its deltas are equal to or smaller than 0.01, and nearly

10% of its deltas are zeroes. The local optimality of the EM algorithm is a

possible reason that these systems end up with different delta values after

training. Alternatively, this may be due to other differences between these

systems, such as the use of speech/noise detector or CMS. Whatever the

explanation, the results show that the role of delta parameters in GMM-

based speaker verification systems is more complex than simply “modelling

dynamics”.
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10.4 Summary

We build conventional GMM systems each of which has a different set of fea-

ture vectors. Our results show, surprisingly, that prior to RASTA filtering

systems based on ‘delta’ parameters alone outperform corresponding sys-

tems based on ‘static-only’ or ‘static-plus-delta’ parameters. However, after

RASTA filtering the ordering is reversed, with the ‘static-plus-delta’ system

performing best and the ‘delta-only’ system performing worse. This result

suggests that the good performance of the ‘delta-only’ system may be due to

their tolerance to noise (on which RASTA filtering relies) rather than their

ability to capture speech dynamics.

Our experiments and analysis show that the role of the delta features

varies. In the simplest case of TD-SV, they do model speech dynamics and

the dynamic regions do contribute (more than the static regions) to SV per-

formance.

In TI-SV on Switchboard, the story is more complex. Unsupervised ML

training focuses on modelling the stationary regions and hence results in

deltas close to zero. In recognition this has the fortuitous effect of focusing the

classification process onto the stationary regions and this seems to improve

performance. In particular, an acoustic vector which matches the mean but

occurs in a dynamic region will get a small probability but the same vector

in a static region will get a high probability. In general this seems to improve

performance. The situation is further complicated by noise. For a corpus like

Switchboard, if there is no noise compensation (such as RASTA), the “delta-

only” system works better than the “static-only” system. This suggests
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that the delta parameters are more noise tolerant than the statics. After

RASTA filtering, the specific noise to which the delta parameters are robust

is removed. This removes the “noise robustness” benefit of the deltas and

allows the statics to perform well. Also, it appears that the deltas in the

“delta-only” and “static-plus-delta” systems (with RASTA applied to them)

are modelling dynamics.

Two further experiments could be done. One is TI-SV on YOHO, to see

what happens if there is no noise in TI-SV. The other is segmental GMM on

RASTA-filtered Switchboard, to see how trajectory model performs in the

situation where the noise which affects the statics is removed. Supervised

training can also be used for the segmental GMM system, to fix the segment

slopes to be non-zero values.

Our analysis shows that the deltas are being used in different ways in

different systems. It could be because different front-end processing, different

system settings, or the local optimality of the EM algorithm. The role of delta

parameters in GMM-based text-independent speaker verification systems is

more complex than simply modelling dynamics.
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CHAPTER 11

Fusion of the ‘delta-only’ and

‘static-plus-delta’ systems

According to the analysis of the delta-only and static-plus-delta GMM sys-

tems on Switchboard (with RASTA applied to them) described in the pre-

vious Chapter, the delta values are different in the delta-only and static-

plus-deltas systems after ML training. The delta-only system, due to smaller

dimensions in the feature vector, has more freedom to model speech dynam-

ics during ML training. The static-plus-delta system however has a tendency

to focus on stationary regions during ML training. Moreover, the delta-only

system performs surprisingly well. These facts suggest that it may be advan-

tageous to base the verification decision on a combination of the scores from

the two systems.

Consequently we investigated a ‘fused’ score function of the following

form:

Sf = λ � Ss+d + (1� λ) � Sd, (11.1)
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where Ss+d is the score from the static-plus-delta system, Sd is the score from

the delta-only system, and Sf is the fused score. The fusing parameter λ is

a value in [0, 1], which is determined empirically. When λ equals to 0, the

fused system is actually the delta-only system; when λ equals to 1, the fused

system equals the static-plus-the delta system.

11.1 Fusion results

The result of fusing the ‘static-plus-deltas’ and ‘delta-only’ scores, before T-

norm is applied to either score, is shown in figure 11.1. The fused system

works better than either the ‘static-plus-delta’ system or the ‘delta-only’

system, and the best performance was gained when the fusing parameter λ

was set to 0.2. The effect of different values of λ is shown in figure 11.2.

Figure 11.1: Fusion of two systems without t-norm.
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Figure 11.2: Fusion of two systems without t-norm (effect of λ, λ =
0.1, 0.2, ...0.9).

However, the performance obtained by fusing the two systems without

T-norm is inferior to the performance of the ‘statics-plus-delta’ system on

its own with T-norm (figure 10.2). Figure 11.3 shows the result of fusing the

two systems after T-norm has been applied to both of them. The effect of

different λ is shown in figure 11.4. In this case fusion appears to offer no

advantage. This could be because that after T-norm, the score distributions

are normalized so that the correlation between the two score distributions

increases.

The fusion results indicate that, at least after T-norm, the scores of the

delta-only and static-plus-delta systems are correlated.
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Figure 11.3: Fusion of two systems after t-norm.

Figure 11.4: Fusion of two systems after t-norm (effect of λ, λ =
0.1, 0.2, ...0.9).
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11.2 Correlation of the ‘delta-only’ and

‘static-plus-delta’ scores

To investigate the correlation of the ‘delta-only’ and ‘static-plus-delta’ scores,

we plotted the following figures. Figures 11.5(a) and (b) show scatter plots of

the scores for the ‘delta-only’ system against the corresponding scores for the

‘statics-plus-delta’ system. Figures 11.5 and 11.6 are for scores before and

after application of T-norm, respectively. The red ‘x’s are the true speaker

scores. The blue ‘o’s are the impostor scores.

In both cases the scores from the ‘delta-only’ system and the ‘static-plus-

delta’ system are clearly correlated, as one would predict from the small

effects gained by fusing the two systems.

Figure 11.5: Score distributions of the “delta-only” system and the “static-
plus-delta” system (with RASTA applied to them, without T-norm).
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Figure 11.6: Score distributions of the “delta-only” system and the “static-
plus-delta” system (with RASTA, and T-norm applied to them).

11.3 Summary

The different deltas in the delta-only and static-plus-delta systems led us to

attempt to fuse the two systems. Fusion of the two systems without T-norm

being applied to either score works better than either system. Fusion of the

two systems with T-norm doesn’t improve the performance. We have shown

that the scores produced by the delta-only and static-plus-delta systems are

correlated, and that there is little to be gained by fusing the two systems.
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CHAPTER 12

Conclusion and Discussion

This thesis has introduced the trajectory-based segmental hidden Markov

model as a new speaker model for speaker verification. We applied the lin-

ear trajectory segmental models to text-dependent speaker verification on

YOHO and text-independent speaker verification on Switchboard. During

the process we studied the behavior of the model to understand the role of

dynamic features in speaker verification systems. The following sections will

present the results, analyses and draw conclusion on the work.

Conventional stochastic modeling methods have the inappropriate as-

sumptions of independence and piece-wise stationarity of the sequences of

acoustic vectors which constitute a speech pattern. Segmental HMMs try

to overcome this problem by associating states with sequences of acoustic

vectors, rather than individual vectors. In this way it is possible to model

correlations between acoustic vectors in the sequence. The segmental HMM

used in this thesis has an incorporated linear trajectory which describes how

the features change over time in the segment. As we know, during the pro-
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duction of speech, the formant transition comes from changes in the shape of

the vocal tract, which varies from speaker to speaker. Some previous studies

show that the dynamic spectral regions are different for different speakers.

We have also cited evidence which indicates that in some cases speech recog-

nition is not influenced by the details of these dynamic regions, and hence

there is scope for individual differences. With improved modeling of speech

dynamics and duration, the segmental HMM should have advantages for

speaker verification. For model parameter estimation, the segmental Viterbi

decoder, which uses an EM algorithm, provides an iterative maximum likeli-

hood estimation technique.

We applied the segmental HMM in text-dependent speaker verification on

the YOHO database and the segmental GMM in text-independent speaker

verification on Switchboard. The segmental models managed to improve

performance in TD-SV but failed to prove any benefit for the TI-SV system.

To understand why segmental models work differently in these two systems

further investigation has been carried out, in which the segmental models

also act as a tool to help us explore the role of dynamic features in text-

independent and text-dependent speaker verification.

12.1 TD-SV and TI-SV using segmental

HMM

The results of the text-dependent speaker verification experiments on YOHO

show a 25% reduction in the number of false rejections and a 44% reduction
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in the number of false acceptances by using the segmental HMM system,

relative to the conventional HMM-based system. As we expected, the better

modelling of speech dynamics and duration of the segmental HMM system

helps capture some individual characteristics and hence improve the speaker

verification performance. A flaw with the TD-SV experiment on YOHO

is that the two systems we compare have different numbers of parameters,

hence the SHMM has an unfair advantage. But as the SHMM system and

HMM system have different model strategies, it is difficult to build an HMM

system which has exactly the same number of parameters as the SHMM

system. We did some experiments to reduce the number of parameters of

the SHMM system instead, which gives us some references of how the two

system perform under the same condition of the number of parameters. Our

conclusion is that the SV performances of the HMM and SHMM systems

can not be simply judged by the number of parameters in the two systems.

Further analysis which compares the segment-level speaker verification scores

unveils that the segments with non-zero slopes do contribute more to the

speaker verification performance than the segments with zero slopes. To

be particular, the segments which produce both significantly higher true

speaker scores and significantly lower imposter scores are in the slope range

of [0.38, 1.15], which makes it a very important dynamic range for speaker

verification.

For text-independent speaker verification, a segmental GMM based sys-

tem was constructed using the Switchboard speech corpus (trained on NIST

2002/3 and tested on NIST 2003). We performed two main sets of exper-

iments, one of which was to test the effect of different segment slopes, the
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other was to test the effect of different segment lengths. Disappointingly all

the performances from these two experiments are very close and the equal

error rates are all approximately 14%. It seems that we can’t get any benefit

from using the segmental GMM with non-zero trajectory slopes.

For segmental modelling the computational load is significantly greater

than that associated with a conventional GMM. An important issue is to

reduce this computational cost. The ‘SEGVit’ software toolkit has been

modified so that model training can be conducted in parallel on a cluster of

computers. We also investigated a technique introduced by Auckenthaler,

which exploits the link between a component of the UBM and the corre-

sponding component of each of the SDMs. Once the optimal sequence of

components has been computed for the UBM, we used exactly the same

sequence for each of the SDMs. Because in this case we do not need to re-

calculate the duration for each of the SDMs, it saves us a large amount of

computer running time.

The Switchboard results contrast with the previous YOHO results, which

show obvious benefits from using segmental HMMs. Further analyses were

carried out to study this issue, which shed a light on the role of dynamic

features in TD- and TI-SV systems, including conventional GMM-based sys-

tems.

12.2 The Role of Dynamic Features

We visualized the individual segments of the segmental GMMs by applying

an inverse Discrete Cosine Transform to the MFCC vectors in the UBM. It
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turned out that most of the visualized segment models contain quite flat tra-

jectories, which suggests that they do not carry much dynamic information.

This led us to investigate the distribution of slope values in our segmental

GMMs. In fact, nearly thirty percent of the segment trajectories in the UBM

are very close to zero, although the initial values of these trajectories before

training were not nearly zero. It seems that after training, the distribution

of the trajectory values moved towards zero.

We then did experiments to see the effects of different sets of MFCCs

on the trained UBM. The results indicate that as the number of MFCCs

increases, or , as the number of segments decreases, the percentage of non-

zero slopes in the trained UBM decreases. This suggests that the lack of

non-zero slopes is due to the maximum likelihood training algorithm giving

priority to modelling stationary regions. Looking into the distribution of

slope values in a conventional GMM system from AFRL, which was also

trained on Switchboard, confirmed this theory. Most of the delta parameters

in the conventional GMM background model are nearly zero. Consequently

only few delta parameters in either system model the dynamics in the range of

[0.38, 1.15]. The delta features seem to focus the system onto the stationary

region of the speech, rather than to represent the dynamic regions.

Compared to GMMs and segmental GMMs trained on Switchboard, seg-

mental HMMs trained on YOHO have much bigger slope values. We inves-

tigated the correlations between the SHMM trajectory slopes and the SV

scores. It is shown that most of the segments in the nonzero-slope mod-

els produce bigger segment-level true speaker scores and smaller segment-

level impostor scores compare to the zero-slope models, hence increase the
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speaker verification performance. This is most prominent in the slope range

of [0.38, 1.15], which has about 35% of the total segments. Thus the SHMMs

in a TD-SV system manage to contain speech dynamic information and these

dynamic regions do contribute to speaker verification accuracy more than the

stationary segments.

The results indicate that in a TD-SV system based on phone-level models

with supervised training, dynamic structure can be exploited to improve per-

formance. This is because the requirement to model explicit phone-level units

encourages the models to take account of non-stationary regions. However,

for a TI-SV system based on segmental GMMs with unsupervised training

there is no such constraint. When the database is a simple one such as

YOHO, a GMM system with enough number of states is able to model dy-

namics. However, for a noisy and complicated database such as Switchboard,

it is difficult to model dynamics. Without a supervised training, the maxi-

mum likelihood training focuses on vectors which are close to the state mean

and in stationary regions, as they give higher probabilities than the vectors

which are close to the state mean but in dynamic regions. Discriminative

training is a possible way to improve the correctness of the model as it uses

a different objective function. The fact that non-stationary regions in the

TD-SV system contribute more to discrimination indicates that they might

be preferred in a discriminative training approach.

It is difficult to compare our segmental GMM system directly to the AFRL

system, which is a conventional GMM system, because we do not fully under-

stand the detailed training decisions which were made in the AFRL system.

To try to understand better the role of delta features in a conventional GMM-
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based SV system, and to understand how the dynamic features are affected

by other components of the system, we built our own state-of-the-art GMM

system.

12.3 The role of Delta Features in a GMM

TI-SV system

First, we built the conventional GMM TI-SV systems each of which contain

different feature sets: static parameters only, delta parameters only, and

static plus delta parameters. We use the same Switchboard material which

was used in our segmental GMM system (NIST 2002 and NIST 2003) to

train and test these systems. HTK was used to build and to test these TI-

SV systems. Different from other published results, our results show that

the best result is achieved by the ‘delta-only’ system, followed by the ‘static-

plus-delta’ system. The ‘static-only’ system achieves the worst performance

of the three. Results from other systems typically show that the ‘static-

plus-delta’ system works better than the ‘static-only’ system, and that both

systems work better than the ‘delta-only’ system. As our system does not

include any provision for noise robustness other than CMS, we speculated

that the superior performance of our ‘delta-only’ system could be due to the

robustness of the ‘delta’ parameters to noise.

We then added RASTA filtering to our GMM systems. Our results show

that after RASTA filtering the ordering is reversed, with the ‘static-plus-

delta’ system performing best and the ‘delta-only’ system performing worse.
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This result suggests that the good performance of the ‘delta-only’ system is

mainly due to the tolerance of the delta features to noise (on which RASTA

filtering relies). It also suggests that in a conventional GMM TI-SV system,

the contribution of the dynamic features to the TI-SV performance may also

be mainly due to their robustness to noise.

12.4 Summary

Comparison between and analysis on the five different systems (TD-SV using

segmental HMM on YOHO, TI-SV using segmental GMM on Switchboard,

AFRL TI-SV system on Switchboard, ‘static-plus-delta’ GMM TI-SV system

with RASTA on Switchboard, and ‘delta-only’ GMM TI-SV system with

RASTA on Switchboard) help us draw the following conclusions.

� The segmental HMMs can model speech dynamics in TD-SV. With

supervised ML training, the dynamic regions in the speech patterns can

be modelled thanks to the explicit phone-level modelling which forces

the ML training to take account of the dynamics. The analysis show

that most of the nonzero-slope trajectory segments generate higher true

speaker scores and lower impostor scores, compared to the zero-slope

trajectory segments. This is especially prominent for the slope range of

[0.38, 1.15]. This confirms that the dynamic regions in speech patterns,

especially the dynamics of the range [0.38, 1.15], contain important

speaker information; the linear trajectory segmental HMMs can be used

to model speech dynamics; the implementation of the speech dynamics

can help increase the speaker verification accuracy.
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� In the TD-SV experiments on YOHO the SHMM system has more

parameters than the HMM system. This is because we can not make

a SHMM system have the same number of parameters as the HMM

system. However, due to the different model strategies between the

HMM and SHMM systems, the performances of the two system can not

be judged simply by the different number of parameters. The HMM

and SHMM systems are two totally different systems and each has its

own ways of using their parameters. The different duration pdfs of the

two systems, the maximum duration set in the SHMM systems, and

maybe other unknown factors could all affect the SV performances.

� The segmental GMMs fail to model speech dynamics in TI-SV. The

segment trajectories are very close to zero after training, with only few

segments modelling dynamics in the range of [0.38, 1.15]. The same

phenomenon happens in the AFRL GMM system, with the deltas be-

ing dragged towards zero after the training. In TI-SV, without any

particular supervision, the ML training favours stationary regions as

these regions give higher probabilities during training. The discrimi-

native training is a possible direction to improve the model training to

exploit the utilities of non-stationary regions and hence make it more

suitable for the speaker verification purpose.

� Without RASTA filtering, the ‘delta-only’ GMM system works best.

After RASTA filtering, the performance of the ‘static-plus-delta’ GMM

system improves substantially and becomes best. The results suggest

that the good performance of the ‘delta-only’ system before RASTA
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is mainly due to the noise robustness of the delta parameters. Anal-

ysis also shows that the deltas in both systems are modelling speech

dynamics.

� Noise removal techniques such as RASTA are very important to a

speech corpus such as Switchboard, which contains noisy telephone

conversations. Without using these techniques, even the linear trajec-

tory segmental models struggle to model speech dynamics due to the

compromises made by the noise. Experiments using segmental GMMs

on Switchboard after RASTA filtering, or, experiments using segmental

GMMs on YOHO (TI-SV), can be done to test the ability of segmental

GMMs to model speech dynamics on clean data under unsupervised

ML training.

� A GMM TI-SV system on YOHO manages to model the dynamics.

YOHO has a limited vocabulary. Each word of the YOHO vocabulary

has a sufficient number of high quality training samples. This helps the

TI-SV systems to accurately model the dynamics, provided that there

is enough states to model the data. Switchboard, on the contrary, has

a large vocabulary and quite noisy data. The complications of the

Switchboard data, together with the priority of the ML training to

model the static regions, make it a more difficult task to model the

speech dynamics.

� The role of the delta features varies in different TI-SV systems. The dif-

ferent functions of deltas may be due to the local optimality of the EM

algorithm, the different system setting (e.g. the number of states) and
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the front-end processing (e.g. RASTA, speech noise detector, CMS).

This indicates that the role of delta parameters in GMM-based TI-SV

systems is more complex than simply “modelling dynamics”.

� Finally, we have shown that the scores produced by the ‘delta-only’

and ‘static-plus-delta’ systems are correlated, and that there is little to

be gained by fusing the two systems.
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APPENDIX A

Effects of reducing the computational load

Results of experiments to investigate the effect of using the UBM optimal

state sequence when computing the SDM probabilities, and different values

of λ1 and λ2.

The DET curves for the systems which use the optimal UBM state se-

quences when calculating SDM probabilities are shown with a solid line (this

is the ‘Auckenthaler method’). The DET curves for systems which apply

Viterbi decoding separately to the UBM and SDMs are shown with a dashed

line. This line is the same in all of the figures and corresponds to λ1 = 1;

λ2 = 0.
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Figure A.1: λ1 = 1; λ2 = 0Figure A.1: = 1;

Figure A.2: λ1 = 1; λ2 = 2 .

Figure A.3: λ1 = 1; λ2 = 5 .Figure A.3: 1 = 1; 2

Figure A.4: λ1 = 1; λ2 = 15 .
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Figure A.5: λ1 = 1; λ2 = 50 .Figure A.5: = 1;

Figure A.6: λ1 = 1; λ2 = 100 .

Figure A.7: λ1 = 1; λ2 = −2 .Figure A.7: 1 = 1; 2

Figure A.8: λ1 = 1; λ2 = −10 .
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APPENDIX B

Results of applying λ1 and λ2

Results of experiments to investigate the effect of using the UBM optimal

state sequence when computing the SDM probabilities, and different values

of λ1 and λ2. Experiments are as in Appendix A, except that the same values

of λ1 and λ2 are used in training and recognition.

The DET curves for the systems which use the optimal UBM state se-

quences when calculating SDM probabilities are shown with a solid green

line (this is the ‘Auckenthaler method’). The DET curves for systems which

apply Viterbi decoding separately to the UBM and SDMs are shown with

a dashed line (λ1 = 1; λ2 = 0). The DET curve for a conventional GMM

system is shown with a solid, black line.
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Figure B.1: λ1 = 1; λ2 = 5 .Figure B.1: = 1;

Figure B.2: λ1 = 1; λ2 = 15 .

Figure B.3: λ1 = 1; λ2 = 50 .
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APPENDIX C

Visualization of the segmental GMMs

Spectrograms corresponding to 300 trained segments from the speaker de-

pendent model for female speaker 5090
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APPENDIX D

Effects of different number of MFCCs

Figure D.1: Distributions of slopes of MFCC 0 in the UBM as the number
of MFCCs increases.
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APPENDIX E

Publications

“Speaker Recognition Using a Trajectory-Based Segmental HMM”, Ying Liu

and Martin J. Russell, Proceedings of Odyssey 04, the speaker and language

recognition workshop, 2004.

“The Role of Dynamic Features in Text-Dependent and -Independent

Speaker Verification”, Ying Liu, Martin J. Russell and Michael J. Carey,

Proc. ICASSP 2006.

“The Role of ‘Delta’ Features in Speaker Verification”, Ying Liu, Martin

J. Russell and Michael J. Carey, Proc. Interspeech 2008.
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